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CHAPTER 1
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
From June 1992 to June 1997, 1 served as an associate pastor of the 4,500 member
Woodlands United Methodist Church in the northern suburbs ofHouston, Texas. During
my five year tenure, the church grew in membership from 2,200 to 4,200. As Minister of
Outreach, I was thrilled to be directly associated with and somewhat responsible for all
this grovi^h. Over time, though, I became increasingly dissatisfied with what I saw
occurring. I noticed that our membership growth severely outpaced the growth of all
other measurable ministry statistics. Sunday school experienced no growth. Worship
attendance, participation in small groups, and service ministries each grew by several
hundred persons, and the budget grew by several hundred thousand dollars. Yet none of
these increases remotely approached the rapid pace of our total membership growth.
While we were attracting new members like ants to a picnic, clearly we were not
assimilating proportionate numbers of them over time.
Many were falling by the wayside, failing to be incorporated into our large church
and guided forth in discipleship. Concemed, I began asking contacts at other churches
how they were assimilating their rapidly growing numbers. Such conversations typically
ended with the honest statement, "Ken, the tmth is, we really don't do too well at
assimilating either."
This process awakened a passion within me to understand more fully why
churches assimilate their newcomers so poorly. More importantly, I wanted to figure out
what we could do to correct this problem.
Following my year in the Beeson Pastor Program (1997-1998), I was offered the
perfect opportimity for prioritizingmy study and implementation ofassimilation. I was
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asked to plant a new United Methodist congregation on the northwest side ofHouston,
Texas.
The church is named Faithbridge. In three short years God has brought us
tremendous growth. Weekly crowds average eleven hundred adults, youth, and children,
and on special days crowds approach fifteen hundred. Once again I am directly in the
center of a fast-growing church. This time, however, I am the senior pastor, and I have
determined to sound the trumpet for the prioritization of effective newcomer assimilation.
The Problem
As our nation becomes more urbanized and suburbanized, the small church of
Norman Rockwell's depiction is fading to the background. Today pastors are planting
chiirches with every intention of seeing memberships grow to multiple hundreds ifnot
thousands, hi recent decades of church growth, churches have focused on reaching large
numbers of people; however, the church "that depends solely on large-group worship
services soon becomes a 'Teflon' church. A lot ofpeople enter but don't stick. They slide
right through like French toast out of a Teflon skillet" (Tracy, Freeborn, Tartaglia, and
Weigelt 141).
Tracy, Freeborn, Tartaglia, and Weigelt sum up the situation:
The sad fact is that we can go to church every Sunday and never
really get to know anyone. We worship with others, notice the
back of their heads during the choir anthem and the sermon, shake
hands and greet them with a pasted-on smile after the service�and
never get within a heartbeat of them. (146)
Sadly, developing methods for assimilating new members so they can be guided forth in
discipleship has often been little more than many a church's afterthought.
Typically, where assimilation ofnew members does occur, the newcomer simply
proves persistent enough to make his or her presence known to a staff or lay person,
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basically forcing a foot in the door. Other newcomers are assimilated not because of their
determination but because staff or laity have already knovm the individual and
intentionally invited the newcomer into the active body life of the church.
Yet the newcomer who lacks both tenacity and contacts within the church is often
left alone, fending for himself or herself, unconnected, and unassimilated. Joining the
church�a potentially significant rite of passage�ends up being no more meaningful
than joining the Rotary Club.
Foundationally, churches heavy on invitation but light on assimilation are
abandoning newcomers in their time of greatest need. In these post-Christian years
newcomers often bring little if any church background or experience; thus, we have to
become all the more intentional about helping each person in his or her spiritual journey
(Bama 102). The church of the twenty-first century, Leith Anderson insists, is one that
shall focus its attention on assimilating new people into the life and leadership of the
congregation. He likewise suggests that the incorporation ofnewcomers may indeed be
one of the most identifiable and measurable signs of health for the church of the fiiture
(135).
"Assimilation" is inherently a neutral word. At its worst, it is a term divorced
fi-om discipleship, used only to reference a church's need to "keep people plugged in
somewhere" merely to prevent them or their money from leaving the church. At its best,
though, assimilation has to do with a soul that has come to faith in Jesus Christ. This
converted soul is being nurtured deeper in faith through the study of Scripture, the
practice ofworship, prayer, servanthood, and other spiritual disciplines. Such marks of
Christian maturity never occur best in isolation; rather, Christian maturity is cultivated
most ideally in community. Thus the term "assimilation" has everything to do with a
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follower ofChrist appropriating a transformational faith while being simultaneously
incorporated into the life-supporting structure of the Christian Church.
Statement of the Purpose
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness with which newcomers are
assimilated into Faithbrige.
Research Questions
1. How do Faithbridge attenders evaluate their own personal progress ofbeing
assimilated into the faith and Faithbridge?
2. How do Faithbridge attenders evaluate the relative effectiveness of
Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives?
3. What is the correlation between both the self-evaluations of respondents'
personal assimilation progress and Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives?
4. What other demographic factors help to explain Faithbridgers' personal
assimilation progress and Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives?
Definition of Terms
Several terms need to be defined.
Assimilation: Though various authors have developed definitions and profiles of
an individual effectively assimilated into the Christian Church (e.g., Logan, Beyond 109;
Heck 54-55; Slaughter 120; Galloway, Making 76), all people are unique, and no one list
can sufficiently encapsulate all the marks of an assimilated individual. For purposes of
this project, assimilationwill involve the following characteristics being evidenced in an
individual who is moving into deeper levels of discipleship within a relationally based
connection to Faithbridge:
1 . An assimilated person has trusted personally in Jesus Christ;
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2. An assimilated person has identified with the mission ofFaithbridge;
3. An assimilated person has passed through the New Coimections membership
process successfiiUy;
4. An assimilated person attends corporate worship at least three times per month
(unless traveling or ill);
5. An assimilated person is involved in a small group community where
friendships are built and where discipleship skills are being developed and processed with
other group members;
6. An assimilated person is using his or her spiritual gift(s) to serve others;
7. An assimilated person is sharing his or her financial resources on a regular and
generous basis;
8. An assimilated person speaks about Faithbridge using "us, our, and we"
language; and,
9. An assimilated person is inclined to personally invite other newcomers to visit
Faithbridge.
Assimilation Initiatives refers to Faithbridge's intentional efforts at assisting
individuals to move into a relationally based identification with Jesus Christ and
Faithbridge. Each of these twenty factors is drawn from the review of literature (see Chapter
2), though each has been contextuahzed for Faithbridge.
1. Faithbridgers regularly invite newcomers by utilizing natural fiiendship and
family connections.
2. Faithbridge demonstrates the desire to meet newcomers' felt needs in effective
ways.
3. Faithbridge encourages newcomers to grow stronger in Christian maturity.
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4. Faithbridgers are trained to instinctivelymentor their newly converted friends
in the faith rather than abandoning them to church structures and personnel.
5. Faithbridge regularly launches new groups in which newcomers can cormect
with newcomers.
6. Faithbridge invites newcomers to engage in serving ministries and small groups
before taking membership vows.
7. Faithbridge successfiiUy incorporates newcomers into contagious small group
communities.
8. Faithbridge disciples converts in serving ministries with on-the-job training.
9. Faithbridge asks for high levels of commitment of those officially joining the
church.
10. Faithbridge increases the value ofmembership through a required class.
1 1 . Faithbridge creates meaningflil "rite ofpassage" membership rituals and
celebrations for new members.
12. Faithbridge encourages each member to renew his or her membership
covenant at regularly designated intervals.
13. Faithbridge emphasizes financial stewardship and generosity among the
congregation.
14. Faithbridge is developing a culture in which laity are raised up and utilized in
leadership.
15. Faithbridge utilizes women in leadership roles.
16. Faithbridge's senior pastor demonstrates a prioritization of the importance of
assimilating newcomers.
17. Faithbridge has outlined a clearly defined profile of an assimilated member.
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18. Faithbridge embraces a strategic plan for assimilating newcomers.
19. Faithbridge utilizes established tracking systems for measuring the
assimilation process within a church.
20. Faithbridge creates safety nets (like phoning absentees or creating a telecare
ministry) for those falling through the system and needing help or guidance.
Discipleship is the process ofmaking followers of Jesus Christ. While Christian
discipleship is never fully mastered this side of eternity, it is marked in a person's life by
signs such as (though not limited to): a desire to grow closer to Jesus Christ, a
commitment to Christian community and its values, regular prayer and Bible study,
utilizing one's God-given gifts for serving others, stewarding resources generously, and
developing Godly character.
Spiritual growth is used synonymously with growth in Christian discipleship,
excluding any brand of spirituality outside orthodox, evangelical Christianity.
Newcomermight normally refer to an individual in the context of several months
or years. In this study, however, the term newcomer shall refer to any and all adults at
Faithbridge, since Faithbridge is less than three years old.
Biblical/Theological Reflection
Jesus said, "Go therefore and make disciples of all nations" (Matt. 28:19, RSV).
Bob Logan insists that we in this century have focused on the sending imperative to "Go
therefore" while neglecting the imperative to "make disciples." Clearly, though, the
focus of this mandate is on the objective ofmaking disciples, not converts (Beyond 96).
The latter is but a prelude to the former.
All too often, especially in recent centuries, a wedge has been driven between the
Church's evangelistic efforts and its subsequent discipleship process. They are often seen
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as two distinct movements. One need only to look at the tent revivals, stadium crusades,
beachside tract ministries, and television evangelism of the last century to see that many
such ministries have overlooked methodology for assimilating converts into Christian
community in an effort to move them toward discipleship (Logan, Beyond 107). In his
foreword to Joel Comiskey's Home Cell Group Explosion. Peter Wagner points out only
3 percent to 16 percent of those who make first time decisions for Christ at evangelistic
crusades end up in local churches (7). Worse yet, when newcomers convert inside the
walls of the local church, all too often the disciple-making process is given only a polite
nod, if that; however, evangelism cannot stand without subsequent discipleship ifwe
heed Jesus' Great Commission to make disciples.
Since discipleship is the paramount companion to effective evangelism, then we
must consider what creates the best context for discipleship. Scripture suggests that the
best context is commimity. Even as babies need nurturing in the community of a family,
so Christians bom again need to be discipled within the community of the Church.
Foundationally, the Christian religion is relational. The same God who exists in
relationship as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit created us for relationship. We are created in
his very image for relationship with him and the rest ofhis creation. "Then God said, 'Let
us make humankind in our image, after our likeness. . . .' So God created himiankind in
his image, in the image of God he created them; male and female he created them" (Gen.
1:26-27, NRSV).
The author ofGenesis tells us that Adam and Eve knew each other without a hint
of shame; likewise, they knew and were known by God with unrivaled intimacy (Gen. 1-
2). In these opening chapters of the Bible we catch a glimpse of the community which
God had in mind ftom the beginning.
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In his book To Know as We Are Known, Parker Palmer discusses why Adam and
Eve "fell" according to Genesis 3. He suggests their rebellion against God and the
community God had created for them was driven by a quest for "a kind of knowledge that
eliminates mystery and puts us in charge of an object-world" (39). Palmer insists this
quest is precisely what drives us still today. In an effort to avoid submission to anyone
else, we seek objective facts that keep us in positions ofpower over our world (40).
Rather than entering into the authentic, nurturing community for which we were
created, we�like Adam and Eve�sacrifice such community for the idol of objective
knowledge and the power it represents. Our militant autonomy is no recent development
(Pahner; Oden 159). Thomas Oden reflects on the Hebrews 10:24-25 exhortation to resist
discontinuing meeting together, as some were doing, but rather to both "spur one another
on toward love and good deeds [and] encourage one another�and all the more as you see
the Day approaching" (NIV). Oden insists that such a passage demonstrates that the
Church has always struggled with those resistant to the life of accountability within
community (159).
The truth ofChristianity carmot be mastered individually as an objective "out
there" proposition. "Instead, truth is personal, and all truth is known in personal
relationships" (Palmer 48). In fact, Jesus' "call to truth is a call to community�with him,
with each other, with creation and its Creator" (49). In this light, we should not be
surprised that the ministry ofGod incarnate in Jesus Christ revolved around a community
of twelve. Community is God's ideal incubator for developing his people in the faith.
Paul likewise emphasized community as the context for Christian discipleship. He
exhorted the Ephesian Christians to grow fiirther in the faith beyond infancy (Eph. 4:14,
NIV). Notice the context for such growth: "the body of Christ" (Eph. 4:12, NIV), which
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is defined as "the whole body joined together by every supporting ligament" that "builds
itselfup in love, as each part does hs work" (Eph. 4:16, NIV).
To the Romans he insisted, "Just as each of us has one body with many members,
and these members do not all have the same function, so in Christ we who are many form
one body, and each member belongs to all the others" (Rom. 12:4, NIV).
Likewise, to the Corinthians he explained.
The body is a unit, though it is made up ofmany parts; and though all its
parts are many, they form one body. . . . If one part suffers, every part
suffers with it; if one part is honored, every part rejoices with it. Now you
are the body ofChrist, and each one of you is a part of it. (1 Cor. 12:12, 26-
27, NTV)
Though always vigilant to see Christians grow, Paul never settled for our Western
concept of individualized growth. Gordon Fee comments,
God is not simply saving diverse individuals and preparing them for
heaven; rather he is creating a people [original emphasis] for his name,
among whom God can dwell and who in their life together [original
emphasis] will reproduce God's life and character in all its unity and
diversity. (72)
The context for Christian growth is Christian community, the body ofChrist. This makes
good sense, for "relationships give people holding power against forces that seek to
distract them fi-om the faith" (Wright 29).
In addition to the context of community, Robert Coleman suggests several ways
that God has created people to learn best. Coleman insists that people learn best when
they can first observe someone else with the desired character or skill (73-81). Likewise,
people learn best when they receive on-the-job training rather than extended pre-training
in a sterile environment (81, 99). As Bob Logan explains, people learn best in a mosaic
pattern rather than a linear one (Beeson Lecture).
In other words, Coleman and Logan insist that we must not take new converts and
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isolate them for months ofChristian education in sterile classrooms before sending them
back out to the harvest. Sterile discipleship training may be of some value when the topic
being addressed is relevant to the new convert's life experiences. Other times, though,
lectures will fall upon deaf ears and lessons will be completed heartlessly.
Discipling is always relevant when lessons are tied closely to the convert's life
experiences. Real life experiences are the finest grist for the discipling mill. Jesus
recognized this when he took up the subject of faith with Peter after Peter had attempted
walking on water (Matt. 14:31, NIV). Similarly, when the disciples struggled to exorcise
the demon in Mark 9:14-32, Jesus stepped in with what Logan calls "just-in-time"
training (Beeson Lecture). Jesus could have easily used a sterile classroom to teach his
disciples about certain demons that would only come out with prayer and fasting (Mark
9:14-32), but such disciple training would not have compared to the impact made by this
hands-on lesson.
Jesus' disciples learned on the job, whether the lesson involved giving (Luke
21:1-4), humility (Luke 14:7-1 1), authority (Matt. 17:24-27), or many others. Unlike
many discipleship programs in existence today, neither textbooks nor sterile classrooms
were used to teach his disciples. They always learned in community, and they always
learned on the job.
Summarizing the lessons we have gleaned fi-om biblical and theological
reflection, we may conclude that any method for assimilating new people into the local
chm-ch while guiding them toward discipleship will revolve around two themes. First,
God has created us formeaningfiil relationships with him and his people. Thus any effort
the church puts forth to evangelize and disciple people must be found in the context of
community. Second, once initiated, Christian growthwill best be fostered through the use
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of active, hands-on learning, rather than a sterile, "conventional pedagogy" focused on
seizing objective truth (Palmer 39).
Context of Study
This study took place at Faithbridge United Methodist Church, located in the
northwest suburbs ofHouston, Texas.
Faithbridge (then unnamed) began as a core group of fourteen on Sunday evening,
4 October 1998, meeting in a two bedroom apartment. On 1 November 1998 the group
moved to another core member's home for more space. Growing to approximately thirty-
five, Faithbridge moved to a convenient "Kids-R-Kids" day-care center on 13 December
1998 for its first morning worship service where attendance rose to eighty-seven. Several
days later, 164 attended Faithbridge's first Christmas Eve candlelight service.
The winter and early spring months brought increasing momentum with the hiring
ofYouth Pastor Ben Stuart and Children's Pastor Elizabeth Buster. On 17 March 1999,
thirty thousand mass mailer brochures were sent to area homes announcing the public
launch ofFaithbridge. A second round of thirty thousand mailers followed the next week.
Opening Sunday, 28 March 1999, brought 404 people. On the following Sunday, Easter,
437 people attended worship.
Faithbridge shifted to two morning services on 8 August 1999 and added two
more staff in September: Worship Pastor Sam Perry and Assistant Youth Pastor Margaret
Denman. On Christmas Eve 1999, Faithbridge hit a new high attendance of 705.
The year 2000 was spent strengthening the infirastructure ofFaithbridge. Systems
were developed and improved. Budget numbers were strengthened. Staffwas bolstered
by the addition of Executive Pastor Tom Reitmeier, Business Administrator Melinda
Tosoni, Small Groups Pastor Dan Van Gorp, Prayer CoordinatorMarcia Seba, Secretary
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Janice Stump, and Junior High Pastor Chris Bowser.
The next year, 2001, Faithbridge rallied like never before, implementing an
imprecedented stewardship campaign which culminated on 20 May 2001. On that day
$2.7 million was raised for the purchase of the church's seventy-three acre ftiture home.
From the start, Faithbridge has placed a strong emphasis on commitment�both to
Jesus Christ and (for those choosing to join) to Faithbridge. All prospective members
pass through an eight hour class called "New Connections." New Connections
participants sit at round tables for a mixture of lecture and group discussion. Homework
accompanies each session. The New Connections class culminates on a specified Sunday
morning with each new member meeting with a lay ministry guide to whom homework is
submitted and with whom discussion about serving opportunities occurs. That same
evening, new members gather in a designated area home for a potluck Mexican food
"New Connections Celebration and Baptism Service." Excitement fills the air. Food is
served plentifully. A time ofmusical worship follows. Testimonies are shared. A brief
exhortation fi-om the pastor follows. The evening culminates with the signing ofnew
member covenants and baptisms in the swimming pool. Existing members are always
welcome to return and welcome newcomers at fiiture New Coimections celebrations, and
many do.
Upon completion of the New Connections process, all Faithbridge members can
recite by memory the church's mission: "making more and stronger disciples of Jesus
Christ." Everyone has a working understanding of their giftedness for ministry and a
good idea ofwhere theywill put their gifts to work in serving others. The New
Connections process serves as a means for conveying the vital importance for each
member to be involved in the ever-expanding network of small groups, though many
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newcomers are already involved in a small group prior to New Connections. Likewise,
newcomers enter into membership with a thorough understanding of "Worship + 2"
(regular involvement in corporate worship, a serve group, and a grow group), which is
likened to a well-balanced three legged stool. Faithbridge constantly seeks to assimilate
newcomers into a relationally based identification with Jesus Christ while simultaneously
being incorporated into the life-supporting structure of the local church.
New members are also quite cognizant of the heavy emphasis given to prayer at
Faithbridge. Congregational prayer requests are gathered through "Comiect Cards" each
Simday and prayed over by teams throughout the week. Anointing teams pass through the
church's rented sanctuary (a school gymnasium) laying hands on all chairs, anointing
them with oil and praying for all who will sit in them before Sunday morning attenders
ever arrive. At least one designated prayer partner intercedes in the wings throughout
every worship service. Faithbridge worship services typically end with a prayer response
altar time in which attenders are invited forward to talk with the Lord alone or with
available prayer partners.
Faithbridge's prayer center is prominently displayed in the church's leased office
space. Staffed by volunteers who pray there for an hour or more per week, the prayer
center is accessible by a separate combination code-locked door for volunteers to come
and go any hour of any day.
Faithbridge's prayer emphasis also includes a "pager" prayer ministry in which
hospitalized adults and children are prayed for and simultaneously notified of these
prayers by prayer partners who beep the pager every time they finish interceding. Special
prayer teams cover youth and children's ministries, a twenty-four hour phone prayer line,
and email prayer chains.
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The entire congregation enters into seasonal "40 Days ofPrayer and Fasting" at
Faithbridge, and February finds Faithbridge at its high point each year with a
congregation-wide prayer conference.
Methodology
This study utilized a survey procedure comprised ofsubjects who attended either of
two Faithbridge worship services on 3 December 2000. Following abbreviated worship
services, subjects were asked to respond to a forty-two item researcher-developed
questionnaire comprised ofnine demographic questions and thirty-three 5-point Likert
scale items (see Appendixes A and B).
Subjects
The subjects of this study included all adults who chose to participate in the study
following an abbreviated worship service on Sunday, 3 December. Membership at
Faithbridge was not required of those participating in the study. Subjects niunbered 345.
Instrumentation and Data Collection
A researcher-designed questionnaire (see Appendix A) was the primary
instrument used to measure the effectiveness with which Faithbridge assimilates
newcomers.
A group of experts numbering sixteen, comprised of staff and lay leaders, pilot
tested the questionnaire 15-16 November 2000 in an effort to check content validity. A
few changes pertaining only to word choices were made.
The questionnaire was distributed once to all adults who chose to participate
following both Faithbridge worship services on 3 December 2000. Services were
abbreviated, allowing fifteen minutes at the conclusion of the service for respondents to
complete the questionnaire. Ushers distributed packs of chewing gum to all who
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submitted a completed questionnaire.
Confidentiality was insured by the preclusion of any name-identifying questions
and by the sheer quantity of responses, numbering 345.
Delimitations and Generalizability
The delimitations of this study limited participants to adults (eighteen years of age
or older) in attendance at Faithbridge on Sunday, 3 December 2000. The findings,
therefore, are not pertinent outside ofFaithbridge. However, this study may prove to be
helpfiil to other yoxmg churches seeking to better understand the dynamics of effectively
assimilating newcomers.
Overview
Chapter 2 establishes a theological framework for this study through a review of
selected literature regarding the methods used to assimilate new converts while guiding
them toward discipleship throughout the apostolic and post-apostolic church, the early
Methodist movement, and contemporary church growth literature.
Chapter 3 offers a detailed description of the study, while Chapter 4 presents the
findings of the study, and Chapter 5 seeks to summarize and interpret the findings of the
study.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In an effort to evaluate the effectiveness by which newcomers are guided into the
appropriation of a transformational faith while being personally incorporated into the life-
supporting structure ofFaithbridge, we need to understand how the Church has
approached this task throughout its two thousand year history. The following review
examines pertinent literature in the areas of assimilation and discipleship. Attention shall
be given to the early Chiu-ch, the Wesleyan movement, early Church growth literature
(70s-80s), and current church growth literature.
Early Church
On Pentecost, the first megachurch of three thousand was bom. Parenthetically,
Scripture only counts those who converted within the crowd, so the crowd could certainly
have been larger. Clearly, the early Church knew about large numbers (e.g., Acts 2:41 ;
4:4; 5:14), but they held high the priority of assimilating their many people.
Contrasting the Church of today with the apostolic Church, Michael Green
comments, "The aftercare side of evangelism is greatly neglected these days, and this is
shameful. God does not bring babes to birth only in order to have them frozen or starved"
(Now 37).
In his books Evangelism Now and Then and Evangelism in the Early Chiurch,
Green summarizes techniques used by the apostolic Church for effective aftercare
(Green, Now 81-106; Chiu-ch 156). Since the Church in apostolic times considered
conversion, baptism, and the subsequent new life in Christ inseparable, converts were
baptized as soon as possible upon their repentance and profession of faith. Converts were
then organized into manageable small groups and admitted into Christian communities
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which met from house to house (Acts 20:20) such as Lydia's (Acts 16:40), Jason's (Acts
17:5), Justus' (Acts 18:7), Philip's (Acts 21:8), and so on (Green, Now 121; Church 156).
Within these communities, one or more believers took a personal interest in the convert's
progress thus eliminating the threat of "post-natal neglect" (Church 89). Leaders were
instructed: "Keep watch over yourselves and all the flock ofwhich the Holy Spirit has
made you overseers. Be shepherds of the church of God which he bought with his own
blood" (Acts 20:28, NIV).
Converts grew in the context of community where they ate together (Acts 2:42),
prayed together (2:43; 3:31), learned together (2:42), shared together (2:44-45; 4:32-5:1 1;
10:31), experienced wonders and miracles together (2:43), and cared for the poor,
widows, and those in need (2:45; 4:32-35; 6:1-6; 10:31). Additionally, they evangehzed
in the temple courts, praised God, and enjoyed the favor of all people (2:46-47; 20:7).
Significantly, "the Lord added to their number daily those who were being saved" (2:47,
NIV). As Green states, "They were so warm with the Holy Spirit's fire that people were
sucked in as by a vortex" (Now 119). Quite clearly theirs was a contagious community.
By the second century. Green points out, initiation into the Christian faith had
been adapted. First, baptism was postponed until after a period of instruction. Second,
baptism was typically delayed, along with one's first communion, to an important day in
the Christian calendar such as Good Friday or Easter Sunday (Now 82).
Pinpointing the beginning ofbaptismal instruction or catechism is difficult.
Perhaps it was occurring even by the end ofbiblical times. Citing the scholarship of P.
Carrington and E. G. Selwyn, Green highlights a parallel sequence of instruction found in
the writings ofPaul, Peter, and James. First, "put off the old evil nature" (Col. 3:9,
Eph. 4:22; 1 Pet. 2:1; Jas. 1:21). Second, "put on the new nature" (Col. 3:10; Eph. 4:24).
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Third, "submit to the Lord and one another" (Col. 3:10; Eph. 5:22; 1 Pet. 2:13; 5:9;
Jas. 4:7). Fourth, "stand strong" (Col. 4:12; Eph. 6:11; 1 Pet. 5:8-9; Jas. 4:7). Last,
"watch and pray" (Col. 4:2; Eph. 6:18; 1 Pet. 4:7; Jas. 5:16). Though the specific words
and sequences vary from passage to passage, the parallel pattern of these instructives is
nonetheless noteworthy, especially in light of the fact that the same general pattern occurs
in the writings of three different authors. Green suggests this is probably the skeletal
pattern of the earliest Christian catechism. Some scholars believe 1 Peter may even have
been an entire homilywritten for a baptism occasion (Green, Now 82). Of course, we
cannot know whether such catechetical fraining would have been used prior to or
following baptism (Now 88; Church 154).
Between AD 70-135, following the fire in Rome, the fall of Jerusalem, and the
dying off of the first generation Christian leaders, the Church had to centralize and
standardize its structures (Lightfoot and Harmer 6-9). During these years such writings as
the "Didache" emerged. Around the turn of the first century the "Didache" suggests that
both fraining and fasting were becoming a normative prerequisite to baptism ("Didache"
7:1; Goodspeed 14/ More probably, however, the Church had not yet reached a uniform
rigidity in its preparation of baptismal candidates (Green, Church 155).
In the ensuing ages ofChristian persecution, great caution was exercised prior to
admitting new members to the Church in an effort to preclude eventual apostasies.
Though details vary from this time period, we know that by this point catechetical
training was lasting longer, sometimes up to three years (Green, Church 155). Pre-
baptism rituals such as "a form of exorcism and placing in the mouth a little exorcised
salt" became normative in addition to the signing with the cross and the imposition of
hands (Scannell, Catholic Encyc. 4: 431, 780).
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By the time of St. Augustine (AD 313), some believe the Church was requiring
converts to submit to the following levels of instruction: inquirers, catechumens,
accedentes, competentes, and finally neophyti (Augustine 3-4; Scaimell, Catholic Encyc.
4: 431). However, F. L. Cross, in The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, argues
this view regarding several grades has generally been abandoned ("Catechumens" 250).
In sum, as the biblical Church experienced evangelistic explosion, efforts
revolved around speedy initiation into the community through baptism. This vibrant
community was an unforgettable interweaving ofmentoring, biblical instruction, and
hands-on discipleship lessons. Over time, though, the Church grew more structured in its
method of training or catechism prior to initiating its converts into faith through baptism.
Once Christianity became the official religion of the empire in 313, the catechumenate
fell into disuse, and infant baptism became thoroughly normative (Scannell, Catholic
Encyc. 4: 43 1). From that point on for more than a thousand years, the Church's history
was by-and-large devoid of the spiritual vitality experienced during primitive
Christianity.
Wesleyan Movement
Today John Wesley is both the most remembered and forgotten man of
Methodism. Denominational leaders nod with approval at the sound ofhis name,
cognizant of the fact that their denomination was bom from the eighteenth century
revival attributed to his leadership. Regrettably, though, many make little more than a
passing reference to Wesley's ministry, and that only when it seems profitable. Likewise,
laity nod at the sound ofhis name with a look of feigned recognition, scarcely recalling
more than the association ofhis name with their denomination.
Wesley's contribution is too great, though, to be remembered only in vague
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generalities. The details ofhis life and ministry are especially helpful regarding the
subject of assimilating new members into the large church while guiding them forward in
discipleship.
After the example ofGeorge Whitefield, John Wesley's Anglican ministry took
on a new look in 1739:
In the evening I [Wesley] reached Bristol, and met Mr. Whitefield there.
I could scarce reconcile myself at first to this strange way ofpreaching in
the fields, ofwhich he set me an example on Sunday; having been all my
life (until very lately) so tenacious of every point relating to decency and
order, that I should have thought the saving of souls almost a sin if it had
not been done in a church. (1 : 185)
Wesley soon found himself in the midst of revival, joining Whitefield in field
preaching to as many as twenty thousand people at a time (Snyder 1). How would Wesley
follow up with his hearers? Like Peter and the early church at Pentecost, Wesley would
utilize his God-given abilities to organize these crowds into manageable groups for
ultimate and lasting effects. He was not so interested in "efforts leading up [original
emphasis] to decision [for Christ] but on the time after [original emphasis] decision" (2).
He was less interested in making converts as he was interested in mziking disciples (2).
Indeed, though Whitefield was the stronger evangelist of the two, Wesley understood the
needs for converts to be nurtured in the faith so that the movement could be sustained
(Tracy, Freeborn, Tartagha, and Weigelt 139).
George Whitefield "led many people to the Cross but quickly left the babes in
Christ to starve while he hurried on to another campaign" (Tracy, Freeborn, Tartaglia,
and Weigelt 139). In the end, however, he looked back upon his career with regret
saying, "My Brother Wesley acted wisely�^the souls that were awakened under his
ministry he joined in class and thus preserved the fruits ofhis labor. This I neglected, and
my people are a rope of sand" (McTyeire 204).
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Wesley was "determined to be as radical as the Bible, to be faithful to 'the law
and the testimony' as he understood them" (Snyder 49). He had every intention of
recapturing the spiritual life and methods of the primitive Christian church which
revolved around small groups meeting in homes (Henderson 13, 22). Wesley writes,
In the earliest times those who God had sent forth "preached the gospel to
every creature." And of the acroatai, "the body of hearers," were mostly
either Jews or heathens. But as soon as any of these was so convinced of
the truth, as to forsake sin and seek the gospel salvation, they immediately
joined them together, and met these katacoumenoi, 'catechumens' (as they
were then called), apart from the great congregation that they might
instruct, rebuke, exhort, and pray with them, and for them, according to
their inward necessities. (8: 250-51)
As the leader of a well-disciplined movement, Wesley could assimilate large
population blocs into his organization, train them in the rudiments ofChristian
discipleship, and mobilize them into servants for social change (Henderson 15). How did
he do it?
Societies
Realizing he could not possibly meet with all London converts who wanted
regular meetings with him, Wesley extended to them an invitation to meet with him every
Thursday evening in what would be called a "society." In these societies, people
gathered for corporate prayer, preaching, and fellowship (8: 248-68). The only
requirement for these meetings was "a desire to flee from the wrath to come, to be saved
from their sins" (8: 250). Wesley longed to see in these societies what had been
experienced in the early Christian church (8: 250).
Bands
Wesley placed the highest premiiun upon seeing the already converted move
forward in the faith through encouragement and rigorous accountability. To this end,
smaller groups called "bands" were organized among those who "wanted to pour out
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their hearts without reserve, particularly with regard to the sin which did still easily beset
them, and the temptations which were most apt to prevail over them" (8: 258). The bands
existed to fulfill the mandate of James, "Therefore confess your sins to each other and
pray for each other so that you may be healed" (5:16, NIV).
Organized by age, gender, and marital status and composed of five to ten people,
band members were issued tickets which admitted them into community love feasts,
covenant services, and society meetings (Snyder 60). But these tickets were issued (and
reissued quarterly) only at the high price of ongoing perseverance in the Christian way of
life and faithful participation within the band.
Band members were to meet weekly, be on time, and to start on the hour.
"Ruthless honesty and frank openness" were expected to be normative (Henderson 112).
They began with prayer or song and ended with prayer. Most important, though,
members responded to the following questions weekly:
I . What known sins have you committed since our last meeting?
2. What temptations have you met with?
3. What have you thought, said, or done, ofwhich you doubt whether
it be sin or not? (Wesley 8: 273)
Classes
Henderson points out that although the bands were Wesley's favorite mode of
ministry, they never attained the popularity for which he had hoped (1 12). His most
significant contribution towards assimilating members while guiding them toward
discipleship was yet to be developed. It would be called the "class meeting."
Wesley was concemed about the lack of close oversight of converts. He writes,
But as much as we endeavored to watch over each other, we soon found
some that did not live in the gospel. I do not know that any hypocrites
were crept in, for indeed there was no temptation; but several grew cold,
and gave way to the sins which had long easily beset them. (8: 252)
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His concern here was not only for those growing cold but for the "infectious nature" of
sin and its potential effect on others within the community (8: 252).
This spiritual concern, combined with a need for raising funds to reduce debt
incurred in building a meeting place, led Wesley to a pragmatic decision. He would
organize all society members into coed groups of approximately twelve, appointing a
leader to each. The class leader's responsibilities were as follows:
1 . Seeing each person in the class, weekly, "to inquire how their souls
prosper; to advise, reprove, comfort, or exhort, as occasion may
require, to receive what they are willing to give, toward the reliefof
the poor."
2. To pass this financial collection on to the Society's Stewards.
3. To meet with the Minister and the Stewards of the Society, in order to
pass along all pastoral care concerns. (8: 253)
Class leaders originally visited members in their homes, but this proved to be both
time consmning and complicated (Snyder 37). Thus the decision was made to bring class
members together at the same time. In this one modification, Wesley struck gold. He writes,
It can scarce be conceived what advantages have been reaped from this
little prudential regulation. Many now happily experienced that Christian
fellowship ofwhich they had not so much as an idea before. They began
to "bear one another's burdens," and naturally to "care for each other." As
they had daily a more intimate acquaintance with, so they had a more
endeared affection for, each other. And "speaking the truth in love," they
grew up into Him in all things, who is the Head, even Christ. (8: 254)
These Methodist class meetings proved to be "the backbone of the Methodist
reformation for the next century" (Henderson 28). For in them throngs ofEngland's most
desperate people were brought into the discipline of the Christian faith (28). In time,
membership in societies was contingent upon faithfulness to a class. Like the bands
discussed earlier, class members received quarterly issued tickets based upon obedience
and holy living. Forfeiture ofmembership privileges resulted when one's lifestyle was
deemed improper or disobedient. This also was reminiscent of the early biblical Church
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(1 Cor. 5:9-13).
Initially, before class members were meeting with one another, pastoral care and
Christian accountability were occurring, and offerings were being collected. Once class
members began meeting in communities reminiscent of the primitive biblical Church, the
fires were lit for a fifty year revival that would bum its way into Christian history so
deeply that church historians talk of it still. Henderson insists that those "committed to
making disciples in the world of the twenty-first centurywill do well to leam from
[Wesley] the intricate workings of the class meeting and how those interactions fostered
spiritual grov\1;h and serious discipleship" (15).
In Wesley's organizational stmcture, those that modeled the Christian life
compellingly were gradually raised to the next level in the ranks of leadership. Local
preachers obviously needed skills requiring Wesley's personal tutelage, but the pastoring
and discipling done by a class leader (i.e., initiating questions of accountability,
collecting offerings, and reporting pastoral concems to SocietyMinisters) were such
tasks as could be done by any man or woman with spiritual gifts and an eagemess to
serve (Snyder 63).
To be certain, Susarma Wesley had long influenced the pastoral theology ofher
son John from his childhood. The product ofPuritan-style parenting, Susanna modeled
intentional concern for the care and cure of her eleven surviving children's souls. To this
end she met weekly with each of them individually (Henderson 37). Not surprisingly,
then, as Henderson suggests, "Susanna had tailored her spiritual insfruction to the needs
and interest ofeach child, so John and his associates individuahzed the tutoring of every
person entmsted to their care" (38).
The Moravian commimity must be mentioned as a noteworthy influence on
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Wesley's pastoral theology as well as his mother. After all, his decision to attend a
Moravian group meeting on Aldersgate Street in London resulted in Wesley's famed
heartwarming experience. The Moravians' "simple lifestyle, sincere faith, and untiring
service . . . reminded [Wesley] of the first-century Christians" (Henderson 52).
An often-overlooked influence upon Wesley's life and ministry was the French
Catholic nobleman Monsieur de Rentry who died more than fifty years prior to Wesley's
birth (Henderson 47). Two observations are significant here regarding de Rentry. First,
the maimer in which he organized societies caused Wesley to eventually view them as a
prototype ofhis own class meetings (48). Second, and perhaps more significant, de
Rentry disagreed with those who believed Christian service was the eventual outcome of
discipling efforts. He insisted instead that Christian service is the very context "in which
personal holiness [is] developed" (50).
De Rentry understood that the behavioralmode belongs before the affective mode.
Put simply, "actionsprecede [original emphasis] rather than follow changes in attitude"
(Henderson 116). Hence de Rentry in the 1600s and Wesley in Hie 1700s were well ahead of
William James, father ofmodem psychology, who would make such a declaration in
1900 (116). Michael Henderson observes,
Among the practices which Wesley selected from de Rentry for emulation
were:
1. A daily, detailed examination of that day's accomplishments and
errors.
2. The establishment of little gatherings of devout people who met
weekly for prayer, reading devotional books, distribution of food to
the poor, and discussion ofpersonal religious experience.
3. The refiisal to be freated as a person ofhigh standing in society (de
Rentry often did manual labor alongside the local workmen, a custom
unheard of in high French society).
4. A zeal for personal holiness expressed in individual conduct and in
practical service to others.
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5. Carrying a cloth or sponge in his pocket to wash off offensive graffiti.
6. The prescription of inexpensive remedies for those who could not
afford doctors, (qtd. in Henderson 48-49)
Wesley's system for assimilating new converts while guiding them toward
discipleship was so foundational to his theology of evangelism that, according to Sydney
Diamond, he "refiased to preach in any place where he could not follow it up by
organized Societies with adequate leadership" (qtd. in Snyder 64). Wesley wrote in his
Journal on 25 August 1763 that he was more convinced than ever "that the preaching like
an apostle, without joining together those that are awakened and training them up in the
ways ofGod, is only begetting children for the murderer" (3: 144). Without societies,
discipline, order, or cormection, Wesley was convinced that nine out of ten, "once
awakened are now faster asleep than ever" (3: 144).
In summarizing Wesley's ministry methods, four noteworthy themes stand out.
First, Wesley's method ofassimilating and building disciples revolved around
community, especially the community of approximately twelve known as the class
meeting. Wesley knew nothing of an isolated convert. Quoting Wesley, George Hunter
writes, "'Christianity is not a solitary religion, but a social religion'; it is not an individual
game like golf or weight lifting but a team game like football or basketball" (48). Second,
Wesley's method called for a high standard of holy living, obedience, and financial
giving not so much before entering the community but certainly after entering it, in order
to stay. Third, Wesley's system revolved not around sterile classrooms with
pontifications echoing wall-to-wall but rather was centered in real life and focused upon
the ongoing practice of faith (Snyder 1 13). Fourth, Wesley's system was designed so as
to create a pyramid structure of leadership. With hundreds of classes meeting around
England, the only sensible solution for filling leadership voids was to enlist the laity. This
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occurred as non-ordained, committed laity of both genders emerged into class leadership
positions, thus carrying forth the Wesleyan movement.
Early Church Growth (1970s-1980s)
The first era of church growth literature is noticeably thin in content regarding
methods for assimilating new people into the large chiu-ch while guiding them toward
discipleship. This is understandable, for churches during these years were just learning
how to grow to such sizes as to create the problems addressed in this study.
Lyle Schaller' s Assimilating New Members, Roy Oswald's and Speed Leas' The
Inviting Church�A Study in New Member Assimilation, and Joel Heck's New Member
Assimilation deal in particularwith the subject of assimilation.
These authors clearly and accurately assess several problems. First, virtually all
denominations and congregations wrestle with the problem of "backdoor losses" (Heck
9). Second, many churches focus upon adding members for the sake ofperpetuating the
church's life and financial strength rather than for the purpose ofministering to the needs
of those members (Schaller, Assimilating 19). Third, statistics show that between one-
third and one-half "of all Protestant church members do not feel a sense ofbelonging to
the congregation ofwhich they are members" (16). Fourth, in churches where friendship
circles are already well estabhshed, old-timers are uninterested in assimilating new
people (Oswald and Leas 38). After all, it is "a little annoying to have to put up with
strangers all the time hanging around wanting to leam the lore, wanting to get what the
others have got there, wanting to give advice, wantmg to be wanted" (38). Needless to say,
this fear of succeeding at assimilating newcomers will always "sabotage the effort" (38).
Early church grov^ authors emphasize teaching members to welcome newcomers
by printing reminders in weekly bulletins for members to be warm, welcoming, and so
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on. They also encourage the development of an "assimilation committee" to be in charge
of this "important ministry" (Heck 1 1); however, the authors seem forgetful of church
history. Theymake little reference to the fire that burned in the hearts of the early
apostolic Chiu-ch or the Wesleyan movement. They speak of small groups and fellowship
circles but never ofvital, contagious, life-transforming, biblical community. They speak
ofnewcomers and even converts to the faith, but the vision of raising up vibrant disciples
is conspicuously absent.
However, early church growth authors do make several important points which in
rudimentary form lay a foundation for the ensuing generation of church growth literature
to build upon. Schaller presents three keys to assimilating newcomers: getting them into a
face-to-face smaller group (either before or after joining), encouraging them to accept a
role or an office (such as youth group counselor, treasurer of a Sunday school, etc.), and
enlisting their service in a ministry task or job (Schaller, Assimilating 76-77, 100).
Heck mentions the necessity of seeing individuals' spiritual gifts put to use for
serving Christ (51). He mentions the need for existing small groups to be made aware of
their need to assimilate newcomers (89). Along the same lines, he mentions the
importance of starting new groups every year (89). Also highlighted in Heck's work is
Charles Am's oikos principle�referring to the evangelization and incorporation of one's
natural network of relationships, including immediate family, friends, families, and
business associates (22). Put simply, "friendships with others in the chiurch is one of the
most important keys in binding members to each other and to the church" (23). Schaller
suggests that between 67 percent to 90 percent of a churchwill point to friendships as the
primary reason for joining (Assimilating 74).
Heck utilizes a number of interesting statistics, noting that the first six months of
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a person's membership are the most crucial. Citing the studies ofWin Am, Heck notes
that 80 percent to 90 percent of inactives become inactive during the first six months of
membership (17). Heck also offers a helpfiil list of qualities that comprise a fully
assimilated member ("AM") (54-55). FoUow^ing are examples ofHeck's listed qualities:
1 . An AM identifies with the goals of the church;
2. An AM is regular in worship and in attendance of special services;
3. An AM attends Sunday school, and has family devotions in the home;
4. An AM attends special functions of the congregation (e.g., picnics, etc.);
5. An AM is growing spiritually;
6. An AM has affiliated with the congregation;
7. An AM has a half dozen or more new fiiends in the church;
8. An AM has a task or role appropriate to his/her spiritual gift(s);
9. An AM is involved in a fellowship group;
10. An AM gives regularly and generously; and,
1 1 . An AM tells others about the Lord and his church.
Early church growth authors insist that joining a congregation should be a major
event in people's lives, utilizing any liturgically or denominationally acceptable method
to celebrate a person's membership decision (Oswald and Leas 67; Heck 89). The value
ofproviding membership classes for newcomers with the intention of increasing
newcomers' commitment levels are likewise mentioned (Oswald and Leas 68). Finally,
Oswald and Leas insist pastors must be bold in asking newcomers to invest financially in
the church, for the decision to give financially caimot but influence one's discipleship (66).
To summarize, several themes emerge in early church growth literature. First,
newcomers must be incorporated into Christian community through some type of small
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group. Second, new groups should be launched regularly, creating space for newcomers
who are brought in at the invitation of their friends or relatives. Third, and also important,
is that newcomers be awakened to the church's need for their involvement in the serving
aspect ofministry. Fourth, the church and its leadership must surround membership with
preparatory classes, meaningfiil membership rituals and celebrations, and pastoral
boldness in the enlistment of newcomers' financial commitment.
Current Church Growth
One of the most noticeable developments in the church growth literature of the
past fifteen years is the inclusion of content regarding the assimilation ofnewcomers.
Most sources now hold in mind a nobler purpose for assimilation than merely keeping the
back door closed. Authors focus upon the goal of raising up devoted disciples (e.g.,
Logan; Warren; Anderson; Mathison). In the words ofBob Logan, "Assimilation usually
is considered simply in terms of getting the unchurched Christian fiiUy churched. Yet, in
a church partnering with its members in order to make more and better disciples
[emphasis mine] assimilation fiilfiUs a much more significant role (Beyond 107).
Authors highlight the reality that while evangelistic and other parachurch
ministries are characteristically strong in evangelism but weak in subsequent discipleship
efforts, the local church can and must be sfrong in both (Warren; Logan; Mathison;
Anderson).
Indeed, the local church is challenged to move beyond the mentality that outreach
is more important than inreach (Bama 101). John Ed Mathison offers the following:
Evangelism aims at the making of "disciples through the church."
Evangelism does not end with an initial decision to follow Christ in faith;
rather this is where the rest of evangelism begins. The Christian life is a
converting process. This is why the term evangelism [original emphasis],
when rightly understood, is synonymous with "making disciples." (19)
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Mathison goes on to suggest:
Doctors in Montgomery are not allowed to deliver babies and leave them
lying on the street. They would have their licenses rejected and be
prosecuted for malpractice. When a baby is bom, it is placed into an
intensive care unit where nurses care for it. . . . Some evangelism efforts
just end there and leave them on the street, and a "baby" has no chance to
survive by itself The task of evangeUsm is to help people decide for faith
and be reborn, then to put them into an intensive care unit where someone
is going to nurture and care for them . . . vmtil he/she becomes mature
enough to become a reproducing disciple. (20)
Logan offers the same suggestion a little differently:
The link between disciple making and assimilation is crystal clear.
Mature disciples ofChrist can be the result only when the new
believer of the unchurched person effectively is assimilated into the
mainstream of your church, using his gifts and talents to minister to
others. (Beyond 109)
In an effort to organize the following church growth Uterature, I will group
pertinent information together under five general themes:
1 . Making membership significant;
2. Creating loving, contagious community;
3. Uicorporating prior to membership;
4. Developing vibrant, holistic disciples; and,
5. Establishing functional stmctures and systems of accountability.
Making Membership Significant
Rick Warren refers to an essay by C. S. Lewis regarding church membership in
which the reader is reminded that the word membership has Christian origin, though it
has been emptied of that original meaning by the world (310). Warren writes,
Today, most people associate the term membership [original emphasis]
with paying dues, meaningless rituals, sillymles and handshakes, and
having your name on some dusty roll. Paul, however, had a very different
image ofmembership. To him, being a member of the church did not
refer to some cold induction into an institution, but rather it meant
becoming a vital organ of a living body (Rom. 12:4-5; 1 Cor. 6:15; 1
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Cor. 12:12-27). We need to reclaim this image. (310)
In an effort to hold high the value of assimilating newcomers, authors are now
encouraging the implementation of a required new members class taught by the pastor.
Such a class enables newcomers to hear the pastor explain what requirements and
expectations membership involves. The membership class can also help in guiding
newcomers down the path of incorporation into the body. Lyle Schaller, in The Seven-
Day-a-Week Church, suggests such a class should last thirty-two to forty-five weeks
(116). He says that a class of such length "minimizes subsequent surprises for new
members and also reduces the volume of traffic out that infamous 'back door' through
which members depart for greener pastures" (116).
Rick Warren likewise encourages a membership class. He writes, "I believe the
most important class in a church is the membership class because it sets the tone and
expectation level for everything else that follows" (3 1 5). However, his membership class
is significantly shorter (only foiu- hours) than Schaller' s proposed length.
Warren argues that a membership class raises the value of church membership.
Furthermore, Warren insists the churchwill only become an assimilating church as it
raises the value of its membership. He writes,
A number of studies have shown that the way people join an organization
greatly influences how they fimction in that organization after joining. . . .
The manner [original emphasis] in which people join your church will
determine their effectiveness as members for years to come. (315)
So Warren makes no apology to those who accuse him of asking for a big
commitment. He insists,
Jesus always asked for commitment clearly and confidently. He was not at
all reluctant to ask men and women to drop everything and follow him.
It is an interesting phenomenon that, often, the greater the commitment
you request, the greater the response you will get. (345)
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Michael Slaughter concurs, pointing out that many see membership in a church
"in the same context as membership in a community club or organization. . . . Many
approach scouting, youth sports, Rotary club, golf outings, and countless other activities
with a greater zeal and intensity than any activity of the church" (71).
Unlike the days of the early Church, the decision to become a member of the
Church today in America seems in many instances a rather cavalier decision. The
literature today says we must heighten the significance of a person's decision to join a
chiurch, because people want to commit their lives to those things which will bring
significance to their lives (Warren; Schaller, Seven; Slaughter).
Creating Loving, Contagious Community
As we have seen thus far, the Church has everything to do with community. So
we should not be surprised that God prefers the context of community for perpetuating
his work (Warren; Wright; Bama; Mathison; Green, Now).
If community is to be achieved. Christians must be committed to touching one
another at the most foundational points of need. Rick Warren suggests that a key to Jesus'
ministry was his concem with meeting the felt needs ofpeople (219). Warren insists that
ours must be a commitment to the total person. In other words, we never limit our
ministry to one's "so called 'spiritual' needs" alone; rather, we must care about "every
part of a person's life" (220-21). Pastor Steve Sjogren commits his entire book
Conspiracy ofKindness to touching people at their most practical points ofneed to the
end that they might come to saving faith in Jesus Christ.
Timothy Wright reminds us that people best respond to the gospel "when it's
presented within the context of loving relationships" (29). He points out how Andrew
invited his brother Peter to meet the Lord (John 1 :40-42). Philip did the same with his
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friend Nathaniel (John 1 :43-5 1). The Samaritan woman told her neighbors ofnew hfe
given by Jesus (John 4). The Philippian jailer shared his conversion and his whole family
was baptized (Acts 16:16-34; Wright 29).
Along the same lines, Mathison shares that at FrazierMemorial United Methodist
in Montgomery, Alabama, newcomers visit at the invitation of a friend far more often
than due to advertising, television, or telephone campaigns. Thus people are encouraged
to bring friends and relatives with whom they cross paths at work, in the neighborhood,
through school functions, and so on. When a decision for membership is made, "I
[Mathison] ask the people who invited them to come stand with them. This affirms the
lay person who invited them and communicates to the congregation that people are
bringing people" (47). Moving into Christian community is always easier when we go by
the hand of another.
Here, though, is the point at whichmany are abandoned and lose their way,
according to George Bama's research (102). Bama says evangelistic churches
"constantly promote the importance ofbuilding relationships with nonbelievers . . . [for
the purpose of sharing] the gospel" (102). Regrettably, though, the same churches
underemphasize the importance ofmature believers sticking with their new converts for a
season of initial discipleship. Sfrangely enough, many assume that new converts will
natiu-ally transfer their tmst over to the institution of the church (102). Needless to say,
this abandonment ofnewcomers seldom leads to well-assimilated disciples.
Leith Anderson, in his Church for the 21st Century, highlights a common
criticism ofmany established churches. Namely, fellowship circles are difficult to
penefrate. Sometimes churches may seem warm and friendly, but after several weeks,
prospects feel they have run into a brick wall (135). Even after being a church member
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for as long as a year, Anderson reports, people say they still feel like outsiders (135).
Anderson, quoting an unnamed colleague ofhis, suggests that churches are initially
friendly to newcomers until those newcomers discover that oldtimers have a "relational
waiting list," so to speak. "It's almost as if newcomers have to sign up for future friends
and wait for an opening" (136).
He uses Legos as a word picture:
Most Legos have about six snap-on points. Some have manymore, and a
few have only two or four. When a Lego is all snapped up, you simply
can't attach anything more to it. The only way to snap on something new
is to unsnap something old. (136)
So when existing members of a church are all "snapped up" what are we to do?
Anderson suggests snapping newcomers to newcomers (136-37).
Along these lines. Bob Logan suggests forming small groups out ofnew members
classes (Beyond 1 14). Similarly, Dale Galloway and Carl George talk about ever-
expanding cell networks that always include an empty chair to remind members of the
importance ofnewcomers (Galloway, Small 155-56; George 99-100). Joel Comiskey
devotes his entire book Home Cell Group Explosion to the study of eight churches
throughout the world that are mastering the multiplication of cell groups through a
variety ofmethods and subsequently enjoying phenomenal growth. Regardless of the
method, though, churches assimilating effectivelywill move people into community.
Rick Warren notes, "We never worry about losing people who are connected to a small
group. We know that those people have been effectively assimilated" (327).
Incorporating Prior to Membership
In the tradition of de Renfry and John Wesley, with an emphasis on action
preceding commitment, churches now encourage new prospects to involve themselves in
Christian activity and service prior to experiencing or believing anything (Logan, Beyond
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107; Hunter 166). Hunter points out, "More and more converts out of secularity report
. . . that they felt that they belonged before they believed, and that feeling helped them to
believe" (166).
Logan writes.
The heart follows the will. The biblical ideal of love makes sense because
it is an issue of the will. Even if you don't feel as if you can love someone,
you let love determine yoxu: actions toward them, and the feelings will
follow. Involve someone in yoiur church and give him ownership, and his
heart will follow. Assimilation precedes commitment. (Beyond 1 07)
Developing Vibrant, Holistic Disciples
While never negating the importance ofpersonal devotional habits, the literature
of today discoxirages sterile classroom discipleship training. Instead, it emphasizes
holistic, hands-on discipleship training soaked in the lessons of real life. Bob Logan
insists that the teaching of discipleship principles before they apply to actual life
experiences only builds eventual disobedience into an individual's spiritual genetic code
(Beeson lecture). Anderson says, "Discipleship [for the church of the twenty-first
century] will be outcome-based. The criteria for success will be changed lives that reflect
Christian behavior rather than learning a prescribed curriculum" (45).
In Purpose Driven Church, Rick Warren attempts to expose some of the common
myths about spiritual growth. He insists that spiritual maturity is not measured by how
much someone knows; rather, it is demonstrated in one's behavior (336-38). Likewise,
he points out, discipleship extends far beyond mere Bible study; rather, "it takes a variety
of spiritual experiences with God to produce spiritual maturity"�including worship,
fellowship, Bible study, evangehsm, and service (340-43).
Logan offers a helpful checklist of seven "essentials for discipleship," primarily
regarding behavior and lifestyle (Beyond 1 14-16). For example, he defines a disciple as
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one who will demonstrate growth in character and personal holiness. Likewise, a disciple
will foster faithfiil, redemptive family relationships. He also emphasizes that disciples
serve, using their spiritual gifts, both in the body of Christ and in the world. These
discipleship qualities cannot be learned or demonstrated apart from real life and
commimity. These are the qualities ofholistic, integrated discipleship.
Creating Functional Structures and Accountability Systems
Few things in Ufe are accomplished accidentally. Certainly this applies to the
subject of assimilating new people into the large church while guiding them toward
discipleship.
Saddleback Valley Community Church is one example of a large church committed
to assimilating its many members effectively. Pastor Rick Warren reminds pastors that
new members will not automatically be incorporated into church fellowship; therefore,
churches must create a structure or system to assimilate the people they reach (310).
Many churches mistakenly assume that once a person has received Christ,
the sale has been consummated, and it is now up to the new believer to
follow through with his commitment and join the church. This is
nonsense. Baby believers don't know what they need! It is the church 's
[original emphasis] responsibility to take the initiative in assimilating new
people into the congregation. (310-11)
First, churches must define what will be happening when assimilation is
happening and people are being guided toward spiritual maturity. How often will worship
be attended? What will qualify as serving in ministry? What qualifies as a small group
or fellowship circle? Is the person giving financially? Does he/she refer to the church as
''my church?" These questions and others must be dealt with to determine the profile of
an assimilated member (Logan, Beyond 103-109).
Michael Slaughter defines an assimilated member as one who:
1 . Has accepted Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord and shows evidence of a
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transformed life, (values clarification)
2. Is publicly defined as a follower of Jesus, (by those outside the church)
3. Participates regularly in the celebration of corporate worship.
4. Has bought into the vision and mission of the church, as evidenced through
the personal sacrifice of time, talents, and resources.
5. Practices a private devotional life through prayer, meditation, and reflection
upon Scripture.
6. Has established important relationships within the Body.
7. Is functioning in a significant responsibility as it relates to Christ's mission.
(120)
Warren's Purpose Driven Church is built upon the matrix ofmoving people
around the four bases of a baseball diamond for measuring assimilation success. Base one
represents a commitment to membership. Base two represents a commitment to spiritual
grow1:h and maturity. Base three represents a commitment to serving in ministry. Then
home base represents a commitment to missions (144-45). Although not as visual as
Warren's model, Bob Logan includes a helpfiil assimilation checklist in Beyond (109-
110).
Second, priority and publicity must be given to assimilation efforts. To be certain,
the pastor must regularly keep the vision "ofmaking new disciples ever before [the]
congregation" (Logan, Beyond 116). Mathison agrees to such an extent that he requires
all board members to regularly be assigned as sponsors to new members (86).
Third, church leaders (of existing churches) must evaluate the effectiveness of
their current assimilation efforts (Logan, Beyond 109-1 12).
Fourth, systems for assimilation tracking must be set in place by use of computer
technology (Logan, Beyond 116-17; Bama 101).
Fifth, communication tines must be kept open. Some churches utilize telecare
ministries to help here. In these ministries, all members are called systematically every
few months, simply to ensure that the church is ministering to them and to receive prayer
requests (Galloway, Small 77; Warren 328). Along the same lines, all worship attenders
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should be encouraged to fill out some sort of registration slip or welcome card upon
which comments can be communicated to the staff (Logan, Beyond 112; Warren 328).
Community Church of Joy assigns a prayer partner to every member. "Thus everyone in
Joy's 6,000 membership has a prayer partner" (Himter 30). In any event, multiple ways
should exist for newcomers to ask for guidance along the way.
Sixth, accountability and evaluative systems must be established (Logan, Beyond
116-17; Mathison 47). At Frazier, Mathison says, "composite membership" is an
important statistic for ongoing evaluation. Mathison believes adding a church's
membership niunber to its average attendance number along with its Sunday school
attendance number and dividing by three offers "the most accurate way to measure
growth and assimilation" (47). Such a statistic can be created using any important
statistical categories in the formula so long as the categories themselves are not switched
around from year to year but only the niunbers used within those categories.
Additionally, financial giving is fracked closely to ensure that members are not simply
placuig their names on the membership roll but remaining uninvolved (49).
Mathison also values a team of callers who phone people who have missed
worship three times. He believes this to be a crucial accountability safeguard built into
his large church.
Galloway and Warren depend upon lay pastor reports which are tumed in weekly
from those who lead small groups. This gives them "feedback on the health of the group
and what is happening in individual lives" (Galloway, Small 89-1 10; Warren 328).
In summarizing the current church growth literature, several themes stand out.
First, churches must ask for high commitment levels from those coming new into
membership. Second, Christians must intentionallyminister to one another at their most
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foundational points of need. Third, members must be taught to think more like Barnabas
(Acts 9:27), further cultivating, rather than abandoning, newly made fiiendships once
those fiiendships have culminated in a decision for Christ and his church. Friendship
coimections between existing members and newcomers must be initiated at the front door
and sustained throughout the entire connecting process to the end that newcomers will be
mentored into assimilated disciples. Fourth, new small groups must regularly be launched
creating spaces for newcomers to connect with one another. Fifth, newcomers must be
encouraged to move into ministry service, even prior to officially joining the church.
Sixth, newcomers should feel appropriately challenged to grow up into holistic Christian
disciples. Seventh, the senior pastor must embrace and cast a vision for assimilating and
developing disciples ofnewcomers and new converts, for little will happen without
pastoral commitment from the top. Eighth, a church must define effective assimilation for
itself, and a strategic plan must be set in place to effect assimilation. Ninth, churches
must establish various systems for measuring, tracking, and evaluating the assimilation
process. Tenth, additional safety nets need to be set in place for catching and holding
accountable those who are falling through the cracks.
Research Methodology Literature
Research methodology literature draws a foundational distinction between
quaUtative and quantitative research. Quoting D. R. Krathwohl, William Wiersma defines
qualitative research as "research that describes phenomena in words instead of numbers
or measures." Likewise, he defines quantitative research as "research that describes
phenomena in numbers and measures instead ofwords" (11). Interested in quantifiably
evaluating the effectiveness of assimilation using a large Faithbridge sample, the decision
was made to utiUze only quantifiable research in this study.
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Research hinges upon a well-crafted questionnaire. Floyd Fowler suggests,
Designing a good questionnaire involves selecting the questions needed to
meet the research objectives, testing them to make sure they can be asked
and answered as planned, then putting them into a form to maximize the
ease with which respondents and interviewers can do their jobs. (94)
Wiersma adds, "A well-designed questionnaire survey requires several steps," including
initial identification of the research problem, defining the population, selecting the
sample, developing and constructing the instrument, pilot testing the instrument, revising
the instrument, administering the instrument, analyzing the data and interpreting the data
(193, 167).
Data in this study was analyzed using both descriptive statistics and inferential
statistics. K. E. Rudestam and Rae R. Newton point out, "Descriptive statistics describe
. . . patterns ofbehavior, while inferential statistics use probabilistic arguments to
generalize findings fi:om samples to populations of interest" (24). Research questions #1
and #2 used descriptive statistics, and research questions #3 and #4 used inferential
statistics.
Conclusion
Li summarizing this review of literature related to the early Church, early
Methodist movement, and contemporary chtwch growth literature, churches committed to
assimilating their newcomers while guiding them toward discipleship will likely be
characterized by the following:
1 . Regularly inviting newcomers through use of fiiendship and family
connections;
2. Demonstrating the desire to meet newcomers' felt needs in effective ways;
3. Encouraging newcomers to grow stronger in Christian matvuity;
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4. Training members to instinctivelymentor their newly converted friends in the
faith rather than abandoning them to church structures and personnel;
5. Regularly launching new groups in which newcomers can connect with
Newcomers;
6. hiviting newcomers to engage in service ministries and small groups before
taking membership vows;
7. SuccessfiiUy incorporating newcomers into contagious small group
Communities;
8. Discipling converts in service ministries with on-the-job training;
9. Asking for high levels of commitment of those officially joining the church;
10. Increasing the value ofmembership through a required class;
1 1 . Creating meaningful "rite ofpassage" membership rituals and celebrations for
new members;
12. Encouraging each member to renew his or hermembership commitment at
regularly designated intervals, ensuring faithful commitment to Christ and his church;
13. Emphasizing financial stewardship and generosity among the congregation;
14. Developing a culture in which laity are raised up and utilized in leadership;
15. Utilizing women in leadership roles;
16. Experiencing senior pastor leadership and prioritization of the importance of
assimilating newcomers;
17. Outlining a clearly defined profile of an assimilated member;
18. Embracing a strategic plan for assimilating newcomers;
19. Establishing systems for measuring, tracking, and evaluating the assimilation
process within a church; and.
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20. Creating safety nets (like phoning absentees or creating a telecare ministry)
for those falling through the system and needing help or guidance.
Li evaluating the assimilation of nev^comers at Faithbridge, the above twenty
factors will be referred to as "assimilation initiatives" and used to question respondents in
an effort to compare Faithbridge's assimilation strategy with assimilation effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Pastors these days are planting churches with every intention of seeing
memberships grow to multiple hundreds, ifnot thousands. Though fast growing churches
are typically heavy on invitation, they often prove light on assimilation. This is
regrettable. Chiu-ches that fail to assimilate are in reality abandoning their newcomers in a
period when the newcomers most acutely need to be incorporated as one of the church's
own and guided toward discipleship.
Few chiurch leaders would disagree that assimilation is important. Interestingly
though, few church leaders have thought through the key factors to assimilating
newcomers effectively. Subsequently, many churches are failing to move newcomers into
a relationally based identification with both Jesus Christ and the local church.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness with which newcomers
are assimilated into Faithbridge United Methodist Church.
Research Questions
The research questions for this project are as follows:
Research Question One
How do Faithbridge attenders evaluate their own personal progress ofbeing
assimilated into the faith and Faithbridge?
The following characteristics comprise the researcher-developed profile of an
assimilated individual:
1 . An assimilated person has trusted personally in Jesus Christ;
2. An assimilated person has identified with the mission ofFaithbridge;
3 . An assimilated person has passed through the New Connections membership
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process successfully;
4. An assimilated person attends corporate worship an average of three times per
month (unless traveling or ill);
5. An assimilated person is involved in a small group community where
fiiendships are built and where discipleship skills are developed and processed with other
group members;
6. An assimilated person is using his or her spiritual gift(s) to serve others;
7. An assimilated person is sharing his or her financial resources on a regular
and generous basis;
8. An assimilated person speaks about Faithbridge using "us, our, and we"
language; and,
9. An assimilated person is inclined to personally invite other newcomers to visit
Faithbridge."
Subjects' responses to questions A7, A8, and BIO through B18 (see Appendix B)
provided the answer to this research question by measuring how effectively the above-
listed components ofpersonal assimilation are occurring, according to respondents' self-
reports.
Research Question Two
How do Faithbridge attenders evaluate the relative effectiveness ofFaithbridge's
assimilation initiatives?
Based upon the review of literature (Chapter 2), various characteristics should be
operative in a church that is assimilating newcomers effectively. The following list is
drawn fi-om the conclusion ofChapter 2 and personalized to the context ofFaithbridge:
1 . Faithbridgers regularly invite newcomers by utilizing natural friendship and
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family connections;
2. Faithbridge demonstrates the desire to meet newcomers' felt-needs in
effective ways;
3. Faithbridge encourages newcomers to grow stronger in Christianmaturity;
4. Faithbridgers are trained to instinctivelymentor their newly converted friends
in the faith rather than abandoning them to church structures and personnel;
5. Faithbridge regularly launches new groups in which newcomers can connect
with newcomers;
6. Faithbridge invites newcomers to engage in serving ministries and small
groups before taking membership vows;
7. Faithbridge successfully incorporates newcomers into contagious small group
communities;
8. Faithbridge disciples converts in serving ministries with on-the-job training;
9. Faithbridge asks for high levels of commitment of those officially joining the
church;
10. Faithbridge increases the value ofmembership through a required class;
1 1 . Faithbridge creates meaningful "rite of passage" membership rituals and
celebrations for new members;
12. Faithbridge encourages each member to renew his or her membership
covenant at regularly designated intervals;
13. Faithbridge emphasizes financial stewardship and generosity among the
congregation;
14. Faithbridge is developing a culture in which laity are raised up and utilized in
leadership;
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1 5 . Faithbridge utilizes women in leadership roles;
16. Faithbridge's senior pastor demonstrates a prioritization of the importance of
assimilating newcomers;
1 7. Faithbridge has outlined a clearly defined profile of an assimilated member;
18. Faithbridge embraces a strategic plan for assimilating newcomers;
19. Faithbridge utilizes established systems formeasuring the assimilation process
within a church; and,
20. Faithbridge creates safety nets (like phoning absentees or creating a telecare
ministry) for those falling through the system and needing help or guidance.
Subjects' responses to questions C19 through C42 (see Appendix B) provided the
answer to this research question by measuring how effectively the above- listed
assimilation initiatives are occurring Faithbridge, according to respondents' self-reports.
Research Question Three
What is the correlation between both the self-evaluations of respondents' personal
assimilation progress and Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives?
Research Question Four
What other demographic factors help to explain Faithbridgers' personal
assimilation progress and Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives?
1 . Does gender help to explain Faithbridgers' personal assimilation progress?
2. Does gender help to explain Faithbridge's assimilation initiative?
3. Does age help to explain Faithbridgers' personal assimilation progress?
4. Does age help to explain Faithbridge's assimilation initiative?
5. Does marital status help to explain Faithbridgers' personal assimilation
progress?
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6. Does marital status help to explain Faithbridge's assimilation initiative?
7. Does parental status help to explain Faithbridgers' personal assimilation
progress?
8. Does parental status help to explain Faithbridge's assimilation initiative?
9. Does initial catalyst for attending Faithbridge help to explain Faithbridgers'
personal assimilation progress?
10. Does initial catalyst for attending Faithbridge explain Faithbridge's
assimilation initiative?
1 1 . Does length of attendance at Faithbridge help to explain Faithbridgers'
personal assimilation progress?
12. Does length of attendance at Faithbridge help to explain Faithbridge's
assimilation initiative?
13. Does regular Sunday worship attendance at Faithbridge help to explain
Faithbridgers' personal assimilation progress?
14. Does regular Sunday worship attendance at Faithbridge help to explain
Faithbridge's assimilation initiative?
15. Does the New Coimections class and covenant help to explain Faithbridgers'
personal assimilation progress?
16. Does the New Coimections class and covenant help to explain Faithbridge's
assimilation initiative?
17. Does type of small group help to explain Faithbridgers' personal assimilation
progress?
18. Does type of small group help to explain Faithbridge's assimilation initiative?
Subjects' responses to questions Al through A9 (see Appendix B) provided the
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answers to this research question.
Subjects
In an effort to measiu-e the entire adult population ofFaithbridge, subjects of this
study included all adults who chose to participate following abbreviated Faithbridge
worship services on Sunday, 3 December 2000. Subjects numbered a total of 345.
Instrumentation
This study utilized a siuvey procedure. A researcher-designed questionnaire
(see Appendixes A and B) was the instrument used to measure the effectiveness with
which Faithbridge assimilates newcomers.
The questionnaire consisted ofquestions and instructions relevant to the context
of this particular study on the assimilation ofnewcomers at Faithbridge United Methodist
Church. The questionnaire was comprised of forty-two selected response (forced choice)
items. This form ofquestioning seemed most sensible for three reasons. First, it enabled a
large sample (345) to be measured. Second, the short time required to complete the
questiormaire, approximately fifteen minutes, enabled all respondents to participate in the
survey at the conclusion of abbreviated worship services on. Third, it enabled people to
express uninhibited, anonymous responses.
In order to prepare the questiormaire, I worked with Dr. Laura Schulte, professor
of statistics at the University ofNebraska. Each of the elements found in the
questiormaire relate to research questions one, two, and four. Research question three is a
question of correlation.
Variables
Research questions one, two, and three contain no independent variables.
The independent variables in research question fotrr are as follows: gender, age,
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marital status, parental status, initial catalyst for attending Faithbridge, length of
attendance at Faithbridge, regularity of Simday worship attendance at Faithbridge,
completion of the New Connections class and membership covenant signing process, and
type of small group involvement. The dependent variables are the personal assimilation
progress ofFaithbridgers and the Faithbridge assimilation initiatives.
Data Collection
A group of experts numbering sixteen, comprised of staff and lay leaders, pilot
tested the questionnaire on 15-16 November 2000, in an effort to check content validity.
Few changes were necessary, pertaining only to word choices.
The questionnaire was distributed one time to all adults attending Faithbridge
worship at both the 9:10 a.m. and 10:50 a.m. services on 3 December 2000. Services
were abbreviated that day, allowing fifteen minutes at the conclusion for respondents to
complete the questionnaire.
Following the closing prayer ofworship, ushers were instructed to pass out
questionnaires to all adults who remained in their seats. Instructions were projected onto
the screen asking respondents to be entirely honest, to answer as many of the questions as
possible and to bj^ass items which made no sense.
Most respondents were finished within approximately ten minutes, and all were
finished within fifteen minutes. Ushers were on hand at exits to receive completed
questiotmaires in large boxes. Straw baskets at exits contained hundreds ofpacks of
chewdng gum from which subjects could take one on their way out as a "thank you" for
submitting a completed questionnaire.
Confidentiality was insured by the preclusion of any name-identifying questions
and by the sheer quantity of responses numbering 345.
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Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to evaluate research questions one and two.
hiferential statistics were utilized on research question three, using the Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient. Research question four utilized inferential statistics,
using t-tests when testing groups of two, and one-way ANOVAs for groups ofmore than
two. To follow up significant one-way ANOVAs, Tukey's pairwise comparison tests
were used with a .05 familywise significance (alpha) level.
Because multiple statistical tests were conducted, a significance level of .01 was
used.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the current process of assimilating
newcomers into Faithbridge United Methodist Church. Four research questions guided
this study: How do Faithbridge attenders evaluate their ovra personal progress ofbeing
assimilated into the faith and Faithbridge? How do Faithbridge attenders evaluate the
relative effectiveness ofFaithbridge's assimilation initiatives? What is the correlation
between both the self-evaluations of respondents' personal assimilation progress and
Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives? And what other demographic factors help to
explain Faithbridgers' personal assimilation progress and Faithbridge's assimilation
initiatives?
Profile of Subjects
The questiormaire was distributed to all adults who attended an abbreviated
worship service at Faithbridge on 3 December 2000. All were invited and encouraged to
participate, but some chose to excuse themselves from the study by exiting before or
during the questionnaire's distribution. The total sample for the study was 345 subjects.
Of these 345, 41 percent were male and 59 percent were female. Sixteen percent were
ages eighteen to twenty-nine, 27 percent were in their thirties, 39 percent were in their
forties, 14 percent were in their fifties, and 4 percent were sixty or older.
Of the 345 subjects, 13 percent were single, 77 percent were married, 8 percent
were divorced, and 2 percent were widowed. Among the subjects, 18 percent had no
children, 69 percent had children still at home, and 13 percent had children no longer
living at home.
The subjects claimed to have found Faithbridge in differing ways: 48 percent
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came at the invitation of a friend, 19 percent due to a mass mailer brochure, 10 percent
because their children brought them, 9 percent because a relative brought them, 1 percent
by way of the yellow-pages, and 13 percent through an assortment of other invitations.
Subjects represented a rather even disbursement of time spent at Faithbridge:
27 percent had been involved for six months or less, 22 percent for seven to twelve
months, 25 percent for thirteen to eighteen months, and 26 percent for more than nineteen
months.
Regarding worship attendance, 4 percent claimed to attend one Sunday per month
on average, while 8 percent claimed to come two Sundays per month. Those saying they
attended Faithbridge three Sundays per month totaled 28 percent, and 60 percent claimed
to come four Sundays each month.
Of the subjects, 52 percent had completed the New Connections class, while
48 percent had not.
Of the subjects who responded, 44 percent were involved in a Faithbridge "grow"
(discipleship) small group, 54 percent were involved in Faithbridge "serve" (ministry
task) groups, 3 percent were involved with a Faithbridge "love" (support) group, and
7 percent were active in a Faithbridge "reach" (evangelism) group targeting pre-
Christians. Additionally, 7 percent claimed involvement of some other type of
Faithbridge small group (typically an administrative committee).
Self-Report of Personal Assimilation
How do Faithbridge attenders evaluate their own personal progress ofbeing
assimilated into the faith and Faithbridge? The questiormaire used for this study was a
researcher-designed instrument made up of three sections (see Appendix B). Respondents
rated items B10-B18 on a 5-point Likert scale with "1" representing the response of
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strongly disagree, "2" representing moderately disagree, "3" representing "neither agree
nor disagree," "4" representing "moderately agree," and "5" equaling "strongly agree."
The personal assimilation progress variable was computed using the mean of items BIO-
318. The instrument proved reliable, with a reliability coefficient for individuals'
personal assimilation progress items of .88, using Cronbach's alpha. Table 4. 1 displays
the questionnaire items B10-B18, along with mean and standard deviation. Items are rank
ordered according to means.
Table 4.1 Perception of Personal Assimilation (N=290)
Items BIO - B18 M SD
I have personally trusted in Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord ofmy life.
(BIO)
4.78 .54
I have personally identified with the mission ofFaithbridge "to make
more and stronger disciples of Jesus Christ." (Bl 1)
4.48 .79
I tend to speak of Faithbridge as "my" church, using words like "us,
we, ours." (B15)
4.39 1.02
I am inclined to invite people to visit Faithbridge. (B16) 4.38 .87
I am sharing my financial resources regularly at Faithbridge. (B13) 4.03 1.20
I am involved in a Faithbridge small group. (B17) 3.81 1.52
I am using my spiritual gifts and abilities to serve others at
Faithbridge. (B12)
3.71 1.22
I am developing and processing discipleship skills and building
fiiendships, all in my small groups. (B18)
3.69 1.42
I am sharingmy financial resources generously at Faithbridge. (B14) 3.44 1.20
Respondents agreed (either moderately or strongly) that five items were most
important to their perception ofpersonal assimilation. Of greatest importance, subjects
who feh they were effectively assimilating themselves into the faith and Faithbridge had
trusted personally in Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord. Next, subjects who feU they were
effectively assimilating were feeling a high level of identification with Faithbridge's
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mission "to make more and stronger disciples of Jesus Christ." The third strongest
statement made by respondents who assessed themselves to be assimilating effectively
was the tendency to speak ofFaithbridge as "my" church, using words like "us, we,
ours." Finally, subjects who felt themselves to be assimilating effectively were inclined
to invite others to visit Faithbridge (M=4.38) and regularly sharing financial resources at
Faithbridge (M=4.03).
Evaluation of Faithbridge's Effectiveness
How do Faithbridge attenders evaluate the relative effectiveness ofFaithbridge's
assimilation initiatives? Faithbridge's assimilation initiative variable was computed
using the mean of items C19-C42. Respondents rated items C19-C42 on a 5-point Likert
scale with the number "1" representing "strongly disagree," "2" meaning "moderately
disagree," "3" representing "neither agree or disagree," "4" equaling "moderately agree,"
and "5" representing "strongly agree." The reliability coefficient for Faithbridge's
assimilation initiatives was .94 using Cronbach's alpha.
Table 4.2 displays the questiormaire items C19-C42 along with mean and standard
deviation. Items are rank ordered according to means.
Table 4.2 Effectiveness ofFaithbridge's Assimilation Initiatives (N=137)
Items C19 - C42 M SD
Faithbridge encourages newcomers to grow more mature in their
faith. (C2I)
4.71 .68
Women are used in leadership roles at Faithbridge. (C37) 4.66 .70
Leaders at Faithbridge are raised up and developed from among
the ranks of the laity. (C36)
4.59 .77
The Pastor ofFaithbridge prioritizes the importance of
incorporating newcomers. (C38)
4.57 .86
I believe Faithbridge asks its members for a high level of
commitment. (C31)
4.54 .76
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Table 4.2, continued
I believe Faithbridge asks its members for a high level of
commitment. (C31)
4.54 .76
Faithbridge has a clearly defined profile of a connected,
involved member. (C40)
4.53 .85
I believe the New Connections class and Celebration Supper
with baptisms makes joining Faithbridge a meaningfiil
experience. (C33)
4.51 .95
I believe the New Coimections class increases the value and
importance ofmembership at Faithbridge. (C32)
4.49 .91
I believe people often come to Faithbridge because of an
invitation of a fiiend or relative. (CI 9)
4.43 .70
Faithbridge has a strategy for assimilating newcomers into active
involvement in the church. (C39)
4.42 .93
I believe Faithbridge meets the personal needs ofnewcomers in
effective ways. (C20)
4.37 .86
Faithbridge invites and welcomes newcomers to join small
groups prior to joining the church. (C24)
4.34 1.02
Faithbridge grow groups are characterized by a sense ofwarmth,
safety, and trust. (C26)
4.33 .89
Established Faithbridgers tend to personally help their newly
converted fiiends move fiirther into the faith and Faithbridge. (C22)
4.26 .83
Faithbridge emphasizes generosity and biblical financial
stewardship. (C35)
4.25 .95
Faithbridge serve groups are characterized by a sense ofwarmth,
safety, and trust. (C29)
4.22 .88
Faithbridge regularly offers new small groups in which
newcomers can connect with other newcomers. (C23)
4.17 .94
It is my understanding that all official Faithbridge members are
asked to renew their memberships annually. (C34)
4.17 1.04
Traming tends to be "on the job" formost serve groups. (C30) 4.12 1.04
Faithbridge love groups are characterized by a sense ofwarmth,
safety, and trust. (C27)
4.02 .95
Faithbridge successfully incorporates newcomers into small
groups. (C25)
4.00 .99
Faithbridge Alpha groups are characterized by a sense of
warmth, safety, and trust. (C28)
3.88 .91
Faithbridge attempts to contact those who seem to be "falling
through the cracks." (C42)
3.83 1.05
Faithbridge utilizes systems for tracking how effectively
newcomers are incorporated. (C41)
3.74 1.03
Respondents agreed, eithermoderately or strongly, with twenty-one of twenty- four
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items, leaving only three items with a mean of less than 4.0 (M < 4.0). Faithbridge's ten
most effective assimilation initiatives, according to subjects, are (in order of rank):
� Faithbridge encourages newcomers to grow more mature in their faith;
� Women are used in leadership roles at Faithbridge;
� Leaders at Faithbridge are raised up and developed from among the ranks of the
laity;
� The pastor ofFaithbridge prioritizes the importance of incorporating newcomers;
� Faithbridge asks its members for a high level of commitment;
� Faithbridge has a clearly defined profile of a connected, involved member;
� The New Connections class and Celebration Supper with baptisms makes joining
Faithbridge ameaningful experience;
� The New Connections class increases the value and importance ofmembership at
Faithbridge;
� Faithbridgers regularly invite fiiends or relatives to Faithbridge; and,
� Faithbridge has a strategy for assimilating newcomers into active involvement in
the church.
Correlation Findings
What is the correlation between both the self-evaluations of respondents' personal
assimilation progress and Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives? Respondents' personal
assimilation progress variable was computed using the mean of items B10-B18. The
instrument proved reliable, with a reliability coefficient for individuals' personal
assimilation progress of .88 using Cronbach's alpha. Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives
variable was computed using the mean of items C19-C42. The effectiveness of
Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives variable was computed by using the means of items
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C19 through C42. The reliability coefficient for Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives was
.94 using Cronbach's alpha.
A statistically significant positive correlation was found between the self-
evaluations of respondents' personal assimilation progress and Faithbridge's assimilation
initiatives (r [335] = .619, p < .0005, two-tailed).
Thirty-eight percent (.619) of the variance in personal assimilation progress can
be accounted for by the variance in Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives.
Demographic Factors
What other demographic factors help to explain Faithbridgers' personal
assimilation progress and Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives? The demographic
information needed for RQ#4 was gathered through questions Al through A9.
One way analysis of variance tests revealed that age, marital status, parental
status, and initial catalyst for attending Faithbridge played no statistically significant role
in helping to explain Faithbridgers' personal assimilation progress or Faithbridge's
assimilation initiative.
Explanatory Factors
On the other hand, several other factors do help to explain the data being
considered.
Gender
Does gender help to explain Faithbridgers' personal assimilation progress or
Faithbridge's assimilation initiative? Yes, males rated their personal assimilation
progress (M = 3.91, SD - .90) significantly lower than females (M = 4.24, SD = .75)
(t [337] = -3.709, p < .0005, two-tailed). Likewise, males rated Faithbridge's assimilation
initiative (M = 4.22, SD = .58) significantly lower than females (M = 4.40, SD = .51) (t
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[340] = -3.185, E = .002, two-tailed).
Length ofAttendance
Does length of attendance at Faithbridge help to explain Faithbridgers' personal
assimilation progress? Yes, length of attendance at Faithbridge helped to explain
Faithbridgers' personal assimilation progress (F [3, 335] = 18.682, p < .0005). Follow up
Tukey pairwise comparison tests indicated that those Faithbridgers who had attended six
months or less rated their personal assimilation progress significantly lower than those
attending seven to twelve months (p = .018), thirteen to eighteen months (p < .0005), and
nineteen or more months (p < .0005) and those attending seven to twelve months rated
their personal assimilation progress significantly lower than those attending nineteen or
more months (p < .0005; see Table 4.3).
Table 4.3 Personal Assimilation Progress and Length ofAttendance
n M SD
19 + months 90 4.4997 .58
13-18 months 83 4.2358 .73
7-12 months 74 4.0220 .77
0-6 months 92 3.6700 .94
Total 339 4.1056 .83
Similarly, length of attendance helped to explain Faithbridge's assimilation
initiative (F [3, 338] = 5.030, p = .002). Follow up Tukey pairwise comparison tests
indicated that those who had attended six months or less rated Faithbridge's assimilation
initiative significantly lower than those who had attended thirteen to eighteen months
(p = .041) and nineteen or more months (p = .001; see Table 4.4).
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Table 4.4 Faithbridge Assimilation Initiatives and Length ofAttendance
n M SD
19 + months 90 4.4556 .53
13-18 months 86 4.3677 .54
7-12 months 75 4.3336 .52
0-6 months 91 4.1541 .54
Total 342 4.3265 .55
Regular Sunday Worship Attendance
Does regular Sunday worship attendance at Faithbridge help to explain
Faithbridgers' personal assimilation progress or Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives?
Yes, regular Sunday worship attendance at Faithbridge helped to explain Faithbridgers'
personal assimilation progress (F [3, 329] = 25.956, p < .0005). Follow up Tukey
pairwise comparison tests indicated that those Faithbridgers who attended one Sunday
permonth rated their personal assimilation progress significantly lower than those who
attended three (p = .019) or four (p < .0005) Sundays per month. Those who attended two
or three Sundays per month rated their personal assimilation progress significantly lower
than those who attended four Sundays per month (p < .0005; see Table 4.5).
Table 4:5 Personal Assimilation Progress and Regular Attendance
n M
4 Sundays per month 196 4.3981 .65
3 Sundays permonth 94 3.8362 .76
2 Sundays per month 28 3.5977 .93
1 Sunday per month 15 3.2439 1.11
Total 333 4.1202 .81
Similarly, regular Sunday worship attendance helped to explain Faithbridge's
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assimilation initiative (F [3, 332] = 5.466, p = .001). Follow up Tukey pairwise
comparison tests indicated that those Faithbridgers who attended one, two, or three
Simdays per month rated Faithbridge's assimilation initiative significantly lower than
those who attended four Sundays permonth (p = .041, p = .006, respectively; see
Table 4.6).
Table 4:6 Faithbridge Assimilation Initiatives and Regular Attendance
n M SD
4 Sundays per month 201 4.4252 .48
3 Sundays per month 94 4.2100 .60
2 Sundays per month 28 4.2415 .51
1 Sundays per month 13 4.0252 .65
Total 336 4.3342 .54
Completion of New Connections Class
Does the New Connections class and membership covenant help to explain
Faithbridgers' personal assimilation progress or Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives?
Yes, those Faithbridgers who had completed the New Connections class and signed the
covenant (M = 4.47, SD = .56) rated their personal assimilation progress significantly
higher than those who had not completed the New Connections class and covenant (M
3.72, SD = .89) (t [337] = 9.416, p < .0005, two-tailed).
Similarly, those Faithbridgers who had completed the New Coimections class and
signed the covenant (M = 4.47, SD = .48) rated Faithbridge's assimilation initiative
significantly higher than those who had not completed the New Connections class and
signed the covenant (M = 4.17, SD = .57) (t [340] = 5.441, p < .0005, two-tailed).
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Type of Small Group
Does type of small group help to explain Faithbridgers' personal assimilation
progress or Faithbrige 's assimilation initiatives? Yes, those Faithbridgers who are in a
"grow" group (M - 4.50, SD = .60) or "serve" group (M = 4.48, SD = .55) rated their
personal assimilation progress significantly higher than those who were not in a "grow"
group (M = 3.80, SD = .85) or serve group (M = 3.67, SD = .89) (t [337] = 8.569, p <
.0005 ["grow"] and t [337] = 10.216, p < .0005 ["serve"], two-tailed).
Similarly, those Faithbridgers who were in a "grow" group (M = 4.48, SD = .52)
or "serve" group (M = 4.45, SD = .48) rated Faithbridge's assimilation initiative
significantly higher than those who were not in a "grow" group (M = 4.20, SD = .54) or
"serve" group (M = 4.17, SD = .58) (t [340] = 4.788, p < .0005 ["grow"] and t [340] =
4.867, p < .0005 ["serve"], two-tailed).
Summary
The strongest statements subjects made about their personal assimilation progress
were related to their:
� Having personally trusted in Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord;
� Having personally identified with the mission ofFaithbridge "to make more and
stronger disciples of Jesus Christ";
� Speaking ofFaithbridge as "my" church, using words like "us, we, oiu-s";
� Feeling inclined to invite others to visit Faithbridge; and,
� Sharing financial resources regularly at Faithbridge.
The weakest statements subjects made about their personal assimilation progress
were:
� Not using their spiritual gifts and abilities to serve others at Faithbridge;
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� Not developing and processing discipleship skills and building friendships in
small groups; and,
� Not sharing their resources generously.
The factors most positively associated with Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives
were as follows:
� Faithbridge encourages newcomers to grow more mature in their faith;
� Women are used in leadership roles at Faithbridge;
� Leaders at Faithbridge are raised up and developed from among the ranks of the
laity;
� The pastor ofFaithbridge prioritizes the importance of incorporating newcomers;
� Faithbridge asks its members for a high level of commitment;
� Faithbridge has a clearly defined profile of a connected, involved member;
� The New Connections class and Celebration Supper with baptisms makes joining
Faithbridge a meaningfiil experience;
� The New Connections class increases the value and importance ofmembership at
Faithbridge;
� Faithbridgers regularly invite fiiends or relatives to Faithbridge; and,
� Faithbridge has a strategy for assimilating newcomers into active involvement in
the church.
The factors with which respondents were least inclined to identify were as
follows:
� "Faithbridge utilizes systems for tracking how effectively newcomers are
incorporated" and
� "Faithbridge attempts to contact those who seem to be 'falling through the
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cracks.'"
Additional demographic factors related to Faithbridgers' personal assimilation
progress and Faithbridge's assimilation initiatives were discovered:
� Gender differences at Faithbridge;
� Length of attendance at Faithbridge;
� Regularity ofworship attendance at Faithbridge;
� Completion of the New Connections membership class; and,
� Involvement in either a "grow" group or "serve" group.
Demographic factors which played no statistical role in explaining the
relationship ofFaithbridgers' personal assimilation progress and Faithbridge's
assimilation initiatives were age, marital status, parental status, and initial catalyst for
attending Faithbridge.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This project was bom out ofmy concem that churches are commonly ineffective
at assimilating newcomers into a relationally based identification with Jesus Christ while
simultaneously incorporating them into the life-supporting stmcture of the local church.
hideed, churches are all too often heavy on invitation but light on assimilation.
Subsequently, many newcomers are abandoned in their time of greatest spiritual
transition and need.
Since starting Faithbridge United Methodist Church in the fall 1998, 1 have
sounded the tmmpet for the prioritization of assimilating newcomers effectively. This
study provided an evaluation of the effectiveness with which Faithbridge is assimilating
newcomers. Overall, the study found that Faithbridge is assimilating newcomers well.
Chapter 4 details the responses of 345 attenders (both members and non-
members) to a series of questions intended to measure parishioners' perception of their
own personal assimilation progress as well as parishioners' assessments ofFaithbridge's
assimilation strategy. In summarizing the data, I was looking for points of confirmation
between subjects' responses and the literature review in Chapter 2. Numerous points of
confirmation were found, as this chapter will discuss.
Interpretation of Findings
The research questions for this project were designed in such a way as to enable
an evaluation ofFaithbridge's assimilation effectiveness to be studied from several
angles. First, I wanted to find out how parishioners felt they themselves were assimilating
into the faith and Faithbridge. Second, I wanted to see how effectively parishioners felt
Faithbridge was accomplishing the assimilation ofnewcomers into the body and what
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specifically they felt was contributing to the church's effectiveness or ineffectiveness.
Third, where a gap in correlation occurred between the above two variables, I wanted to
see what additional demographic factors might explain assimilation at Faithbridge.
Subjects' Self-Assessments
Looking first at subjects' self-assessments of their own personal assimilation, not
surprisingly, the greatest single factor for subjects who felt a high level of connection to
the faith and Faithbridge was the appropriation of a personal faith in Jesus Christ. As the
Uterature suggests, evangelism is clearly where the assimilation process begins (see
Logan, Beyond 109; Heck 54-55; Slaughter 120; Galloway, Making 76). Many
respondents are feeling a high level of identification with Jesus Christ, which is
heartening to see in quantifiable terms, for Faithbridge is shamelessly evangelistic in
nature. Seldom does a worship service conclude without an opportunity for individuals to
trust in Christ through prayer. Every year at least one four week sermon series, in
addition to other sermons throughout the year, is committed solely to evangelism.
While some congregations have experienced evangelistic success by use of
various door-to-door tract and gospel-sharing efforts, Faithbridge has not attempted to
evangelize this way. Rather, a high emphasis has been placed upon teaching and
exhorting parishioners to invite their friends and relatives to church where they may
personally experience God's transformational power in worship�especially during
sermon series devoted to the evangelism. Along these lines, statistical results revealed
that parishioners feh an average 4.4 (on a 5.0 scale) level of identification with the cause
ofpersonally inviting others to Faithbridge. At a near identical statistical level,
parishioners said they tended to speak of Faithbridge as "my" church, using words like
"us, we, ours." Both of these results were encouraging. They were not surprising.
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though, for parishioners who feel themselves to be assimilating into the faith and
Faithbridge should be experiencing a high sense of identification with the church while
simultaneously inviting others to share in their positive discovery. As Schaller suggested
more than twenty years ago, between 67 and 90 percent ofparishioners point to
fiiendships as their primary reason for joining (Schaller, Assimilating 74).
Subjects identified at a high level with the mission of Faithbridge "to make more
and stronger disciples of Jesus Christ." In fact, this item was second only to their
identification with a personal faith. This is important, for some in chiu-ch circles have
resisted mission statements, tending to think of them as narrow, self-serving, or
exclusionary. This study shows that a high level of identification with a church's mission
statement is indicative of a parishioner's personal sense of assimilation into the faith
within the local church. In other words, mission statements actually benefitparishioners
in addition to church institutions attempting to maintain focus through a stated mission.
Reciting the mission ofFaithbridge is done to such excess at times that people chuckle.
No one, though, can claim ignorance as to the mission ofFaithbridge.
Seldom a week passes in which parishioners fail to hear ofFaithbridge's mission.
Sermons are peppered with it steadily. Publications print it regularly. Newcomers even
commit it to memory in the New Connections membership class by reciting it as many as
a dozen times throughout class sessions.
Parishioners who felt themselves to be assimilating well into the faith and
Faithbridge identified themselves as regular sharers of their finances at Faithbridge with
mean score of 4.0 on a 5.0 scale. Certainly this was confirming of the literature. Church
leaders, including Wesley (8: 253), Logan (Beyond 103-109), Oswald and Leas (68), and
Mathison (49), not to mention Jesus himself (Matt. 6:21; Luke 12:34), have always
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highlighted the relationship between one's finances and one's sense of connection with
the church.
Questiormaire results showed that subjects who made the weakest statements
about their perception ofpersonal assimilation were those not using their spiritual gifts
and abihties to serve others at Faithbridge, not developing and processing discipleship
skills and building friendships in small groups, and not sharing their financial resources
generously. This clearly shows that while parishioners need to appropriate a personal
faith in Christ, identify with the church ("my" church) and its mission, bring others in,
and give regular financial support to the church, several other components are still
necessary for attenders to feel themselves assimilated. They must also be assimilated into
a smaller group ofbelievers, utilize their spiritual gifts and abilities in service, and move
into the realm of giving not only regularly but generously, for a more complete sense of
assimilation into the faith and church to occur.
The Effectiveness ofFaithbridge's Assimilation Strategy
Following the series of self-assessing assimilation items discussed above, subjects
responded to items intended to evaluate the effectiveness with which they felt Faithbridge
is assimilating newcomers. Of the twenty-four items, twenty-one received a mean score
of4.0 or greater (on a 5.0 scale). These responses will be grouped into several categories
and discussed followed by observations derived from the three items receiving a mean
score of less than 4.0.
Prioritization of Assimilation
The first grouping ofhighly ranked responses revolves around the broader theme
ofprioritizing assimilation. Since its inception, Faithbridge has prioritized assimilating
newcomers into deeper levels of faith and cormection with Faithbridge. The highest
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ranked mean score (mean = 4.7 on a 5.0 scale) was found in subjects' agreement with the
statement that "Faithbridge encourages newcomers to grow more mature in their faith."
This is heartening, for in the self-evaluating section of items (see pp. 68-70) subjects
scored evangehsm highest, and in this section discipleship was scored highest.
Evangelism and discipleship must accompany one another ifwe are to heed Jesus' great
commission to make disciples, as was stated in Chapter 2. Discipleship training is
paramoimt to any church attempting to assimilate effectively. Faithbridge holds this value
highly, regularly exhorting attenders through both spoken and written word to commit
themselves to ongoing spiritual growth, regular devotional practices, and the benefits of
community within a "grow" group.
Scoring a mean 4.6 rating, subjects agreed that "the pastor of Faithbridge
prioritizes the importance of incorporating newcomers." Again this was encouraging, for
the literature suggests that if a church is to be an effective assimilating church,
prioritization of this vision will have to be demonstrated by the pastor (Logan, Beyond
116; Mathison 86).
Along the same lines and scoring respective means of4.5 and 4.4, subjects agreed
that "Faithbridge has a clearly defined profile of a connected, involved member" and
"Faithbridge has a strategy for assimilating newcomers into active involvement in the
church." Subjects' sense of agreement with these items confirms the literature which
insists that effective assimilation initiatives begin with the prioritizing of an assimilation
profile and game plan (Logan, Beyond 103-109; Slaughter 120).
Subjects gave a high score (mean = 4.5) to the statement that Faithbridge asks its
members for a high level of commitment. This was confirming, for the literature suggests
that churches committed to the priority of assimilating newcomers effectively will not
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shrink back from appealing for high levels of commitments (Osvi^ald and Leas 68;
Warren 345). Jesus himself, Rick Warren points out, was always calling people to high
levels of commitment. At Faithbridge, generosity and biblical financial stewardship are
emphasized. Money is an on-limits subject at Faithbridge, as subjects attested with a
mean score of4.3. This study showed that Faithbridgers are picking up on the
prioritization ofcalling members to a high level of commitment.
Lay Leadership
While this study was not concemed with specifics and details of lay leadership in
the church, the subject of lay leadership is unavoidable here. The second and third highest
ranked items (means of4.7, 4.6 respectively) revolved around this lay leadership theme.
The former states that "women are used in leadership roles at Faithbridge," and the latter
states that "leaders at Faithbridge are raised up and developed from among the ranks of
the laity."
As stated in Chapter 2, the Wesleyan movement was so fast growing that laity had
to be utilized in leadership roles. Subsequently a multilevel leadership stmcture was
developed byWesley so as to continue incorporating newcomers effectively. Long
influenced by the strength ofhis mother, Wesley did not shy away from the utilization of
capable women in leadership roles. From its start, Faithbridge has likewise sought to be a
leadership-developing movement and has also leaned upon capable women for
leadership. Subjects evaluating Faithbridge's assimilation effectiveness clearly identified
with these leadership-related items.
Membership Class
Having had the good fortune of reviewing the Uterature for Chapter 2 prior to
starting Faithbridge, I determined from the very beginning to capitalize on the wisdom of
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those who had gone before me regarding initiation into the Church. For the first three
himdred years ofChristianity, the early Church utilized varying forms of catechism
training in an effort to initiate newcomers meaningfully. Similarly, although time and
context have changed, successfiil churches today are seeking to initiate newcomers by
way of a membership class and meaningfiil initiation rituals. From the start, Faithbridge
has offered a membership class through which every prospective member passes en route
to membership, regardless ofprevious church experience. This class and subsequent
celebration and baptism supper is described on pages 13-14.
Subjects registered a high sense of identification with the items involving the New
Connections class. Subjects agreed (mean = 4.5) that the New Connections class
increases the value and importance ofmembership at Faithbridge. Similarly, subjects
agreed (mean = 4.5) that the New Connections class and Celebration Supper with
baptisms makes joining Faithbridge a meaningful experience.
hiterestingly, 268 people responded to the former item (see Appendix B, C32),
and only forty-four gave the item a rating of three or less. This means that 224 people
gave the item a rating of four or five, and of those 224 only 178 could possibly have been
members. In other words, people who have not yet passed through the New Coimections
class are ahready attributing significance to it.
Similarly, for the latter item (see C33), 255 people responded, and only forty-
seven people gave the item a rating of three or less. This leaves 208 individuals who rated
the item either four or five, only 178 ofwhom could possibly have been members. So
again people yet inexperienced with the New Connections membership process were
nonetheless agreeing that the New Connections class and Celebration Supper with
baptisms makes joining Faithbridge a meaningfiil experience.
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Even as membership in John Wesley's bands and classes were time bovmd,
membership at Faithbridge is time bound to one year and renewable annually. Item C34
states, "It is my understanding that all official Faithbridge members are asked to renew
their memberships annually," which subjects gave a rating of 4.2. While the instrument
failed to measure parishioners' sentiments about this renewal process, clearly subjects
were identifying highly with this aspect ofFaithbridge's effort at assimilating newcomers
effectively.
Personal Touch
The next items to be discussed revolve around a personal touch theme. Highest
within this category (mean = 4.4) was the belief that people often come to Faithbridge
because of an invitation by a friend or relative. This confirms Charles Am's oikos
principle�^referring to the evangelization and incorporation of one's natural network of
relationships, including family, fiiends, and business associates (Heck 22). Of course,
since the beginning ofChristianity, newcomers have come by the hand of a fiiend or
relative (e.g., John 1:40-42; 43-51; John 4; Acts 16:16-34).
Also related to personal touch, subjects identified with the statement that
"Faithbridge meets the personal needs of newcomers in effective ways," giving a 4.4
mean rating to this statement. This was confirming ofRick Warren's and Steve Sjogren's
exhortations to focus churches' attention upon ministering in ways that meet people's
needs. Of course this is not revolutionary instmction, for as Warren points out, Jesus
himself focused upon meeting individuals' feh needs (219). Faithbridge appears to be
doing this with relative effectiveness.
Item C22 states, "Established Faithbridgers tend to personally help their newly
converted friends move fiirther into the faith and Faithbridge." Subjects gave a mean
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response of 4.3 to this item indicating that as a whole they were identifying with this
personal touch component of effective assimilation. This is confirming ofBama's
insistence that after believers have brought fiiends into the church, such fiiends must not
be abandoned to the stmctures of the church; rather, fiiendship connections must be
maintained for the sake of ongoing assimilation into the church (102).
Meaningful Community
Even as babies need nurturing in the community of a family, so Christians need to
be assimilated into the nurturing community of the Church. Foundationally Christianity is
relational. The God who exists in relationship as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit created us
for relationship. We are created in his very image for relationship with him and the rest of
his creation.
Wesley highlighted the redemptive qualities of life-changing community in his
sophisticated small group stmcture in the 1700s. Indeed, so much ofwhat we remember
about Wesley's impact took place in what we today call the "small group."
Church groM^h literature today is replete with instmction and exhortation to
assimilate through the basic building block of small groups. Faithbridge has sought to do
this from its inception. Subjects identified at the 4.3 mean level with the statement that
"Faithbridge invites and welcomes newcomers to join small groups prior to joining the
church" (C24), and this was encouraging. Also encouraging were the responses of six
small group related items, with rankings of 4.3, 4.2, 4.2, 4.1, 4.0, and 4.0 respectively:
� "Faithbridge grow groups are characterized by a sense ofwarmth, safety, and
tiaisf;
� "Faithbridge serve groups are characterized by a sense ofwarmth, safety, and
tmst";
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� "Faithbridge regularly offers new small groups in which newcomers can connect
with other newcomers";
� "Training tends to be 'on the job' for most serve groups";
� "Faithbridge love groups are characterized by a sense ofwarmth, safety, and
trust"; and,
� "Faithbridge successfully incorporates newcomers into small groups."
A total of 221 people responded to the "grow" group item agreeing at either the
four or five rating level, yet only 152 of the total sample (N = 345) claimed to be part of a
"grow" group. This is both positive and negative. It is positive in that 44 percent claimed
to be involved in a "grow" group, but it is negative in that 56 percent are yet unconnected
to a group. We clearly have work to do.
Similarly, a total of 207 people responded to the "serve" group item agreeing at
either the four or five rating level, yet only 186 of the total sample (N = 345) claimed to
be part of a "serve" group. This is both positive and negative. It is positive in that 54
percent are apparently using their gifts to serve inministry on a serve group, but it is
negative in that 46 percent have not yet plugged into a group to use their gifts for serving
others in ministry.
Areas of Ineffectiveness
Three of the twenty-four items designed to measure the effectiveness of
Faithbridge's assimilation strategy were rated at mean levels less than 4.0. These too can
be categorized into several thematic groups.
Alpha Groups
Notwithstanding the aforementioned high ratings regarding items measuring small
groups, subjects agreed that Faithbridge also has its shortcomings in the area of grouping
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people. Specifically, the item on "Alpha" groups (C28) was ranked at the 3.9 level.
This is not surprising because Faithbridge has launched so few (three) "Alpha"
(evangelistic) groups but with consistently weak leadership. Whereas staffhave
intentionally given oversight to other types ofFaithbridge groups, littie leadership or
oversight has been offered to "Alpha" groups. The high number ofmissing responses for
this item also demonstrated an overall lack of familiaritywith this type of group at
Faithbridge.
Sealing the Cracks
Subjects gave a comparatively low 3.8 mean ranking to the statement that
"Faithbridge attempts to contact those who seem to be 'falling through the cracks.'" The
literature insists that churches committed to effective assimilation must suspend safety
nets in strategic ways so as to catch those who begin "falling into the cracks" (Galloway,
Small 77; Warren 328; Mathison 49). Throughout the first year ofFaithbridge's history, a
telecare ministry was operating specifically for this purpose. Unfortimately a gap in
leadership arose never to be filled, and this vital miiustry disbanded. Clearly parishioners
are noticing, and corrective steps must be taken.
Tracking the People
Lowest ranked of all (mean = 3.7) was the statement that "Faithbridge utilizes
systems for tracking how effectively newcomers are incorporated." The literature insists
this must be done for effective assimilation to occiu" (Logan, Beyond 116-117; Bama
101). Faithbridge has a conspicuous shortcoming in this area that shall soon be rectified.
Clearly though, parishioners are sensing that their moves are not being systematically
tracked by anyone. Regrettably, they are correct.
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Correlation and Demographic Factors
The third research question was designed to measure any existing correlation
between how subjects feU they themselves were assimilating into the faith and
Faithbridge and how subjects feU Faithbridge was accomplishing the assimilation of
newcomers. Statistical resuhs showed a correlation of .619 (r = .62), which squared
equals .38. This means that the two variables have a 38 percent overlap. In other words,
Faithbridge's assimilation strategy can account for roughly one-third of how respondents
feel they are personally assimilating into the faith and Faithbridge.
While this was a significantly positive correlation, still two-thirds of the variances
between both variables were left unexplained. For this reason, subjects' responses to the
questiormaire 's nine demographic questions were used to answer the fourth research
question as to what additional factors might help explain assimilation at Faithbridge.
Before discussing those statistical results, though, it seems only appropriate here
to mention Faithbridge's emphasis upon prayer again. Though not statistically
measurable, Faithbridge's prioritization in creating a big space for people to experience
God doing big things in the spiritual realm seems in some ways the greatest additional
factor which might explain Faithbridge's ability to assimilate so many newcomers so
quickly.
Statistical results revealed that age, marital status, current parental status, and
initial catalyst for attending Faithbridge played no significant statistical role in helping to
explain assimilation at Faithbridge. This is good and bad. It is good in that one's ability to
connect in the body ofFaithbridge is uru-elated to any potential discrimination between
old or young, married or single, parent or non-parent, and how one initially came to
Faithbridge. On the other hand, were such signs of discrimination to have been found,
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steps to rectifymatters could easily be taken (e.g., starting more groups for fifty and
sixty-year-olds or starting more small groups for singles, etc).
Five demographic factors did reveal salient information deserving fiiture
assimilation attention at Faithbridge. These will be discussed one at a time in the
following paragraphs.
Gender
Males said they felt assimilation was more difficult at Faithbridge than did
females. Fortunately, though, the mean differences between genders were only slight,
which was encouraging. Faithbridge, still in its portable stage with set up and tear down
tasks every week, has amultitude of serving opportunities overwhelmingly geared
towards and filled by men. Additionally, sports teams and male exclusive "grow" groups
cater specifically to men. From time to time, wives express their gratitude to Faithbridge
for actually having male intensive ministries in which their husbands can connect.
Admittedly, any church in which males averaged higher assimilation scores than females
would be extraordinarily unique, but this does not excuse the need for Faithbridge to
continue improving in the area ofmale assimilation.
Regular SundayWorship
The more regularly a person attends Faithbridge worship services, the greater his
or her sense of cormection to Faithbridge. Though this finding was not surprising, it does
strengthen the call to Faithbridge for improving systems of tracking and following up
with attenders so as to enhance the likelihood of ongoing attendance at Faithbridge.
Additionally, Faithbridge must give greater attention to creative ways of connecting one
Sunday to the next, as is accompUshed by preaching in series, in hopes that the monthly
attendermight become a weekly attender.
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Length ofAttendance at Faithbridge
The longer a person attends Faithbridge, the greater his or her sense of connection
to Faithbridge. Again this finding was not surprising, but it does strengthen the call to
Faithbridge for improving systems of tracking and following up so as to enhance the
likeUhood ofongoing attendance at Faithbridge.
Along the same line, Faithbridge must grow in its ability to consistently meet a
wide range ofpeople's needs, because as the literature suggests, meeting people's needs
is paramount to the assimilation effort.
Completion of New Connections Class
T-test results on this item revealed one of the largest mean differences in the
entire study. Without question, those who have passed through the New Connections
membership process felt a much higher sense of connection to Faithbridge and a greater
sense ofFaithbridge's effectiveness at assimilating newcomers.
This is most heartening, for in quantifiable terms my surmising has been
confirmed. Heretofore, Faithbridge has embraced a "take it, or leave if attitude about the
New Coimections process, occasionally mentioning upcoming class opportunities, but
seldom truly exhorting newcomers to pass through the process. This must change, for the
benefits in store for parishioners are great and need to be maximized.
Type of Small Group
Those involved in "grow" and "serve" groups felt much better about the
assimilation process than those who were not. "Grow" and "serve" groups have been
highly prioritized, organized, and publicized since the inception ofFaithbridge. "Love"
and "Alpha" groups have not. This will be changing as our staffing increases. Improved
oversight will enable all four types ofFaithbridge small groups to thrive. Since
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participation in a small group is such a critical statistical factor in the assimilation of
newcomers, Faithbridge must continually work to improve structures in order to
maximize the likelihood of every Faithbridger finding his or her way into the safe
community of a small group.
Unexpected Findings
This study proved to be a much more confirming study ofpreviously written
Uterature rather than a pioneering study; however, two unexpected findings were
discovered.
Women in Leadership
I was surprised at the very high rating attributed by parishioners to the item
regarding women being used in leadership roles at Faithbridge. Being a church comprised
ofmultiplying small groups, women must be utilized in leadership lest more than half the
potential leadership force be eliminated.
Women are also recognized on the platform to make weekly announcements, lead
prayer, serve as elders, and even preach. The utilization of capable women for all of the
above seems not only consistent with scripture and Wesleyan tradition, but also utterly
pragmatic.
We have not, though, intentionally sought to make bold statements regarding the
utilization ofwomen in leadership roles, nor has a biblical message ever been preached
arguing for (or against) women in leadership.
Clearly though, parishioners are noticing and identifying highly with this aspect
ofFaithbridge's leadership. Perhaps noteworthy, item (C37) was not worded in such a
way as to measure respondents' sentiments about women being utilized in leadership.
Presumably such a measurement, were it to be taken, would be favorable since 59 percent
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of respondents to this item were women.
Perhaps unknowingly Faithbridge has come as a refreshing confrast to the
stereotypical patriarchal church or to existing churches in the greater Houston area still
considered part of the often male dominated Bible belt.
Positive Ratings from the Inexperienced
The other unexpected finding of this study regarded the number ofhigh ratings
attributed to the New Coimections membership process from those who were
inexperienced with it.
Presumably those inexperienced with the New Connections process would have
registered three ("neither agree or disagree") rankings and perhaps even lower. However,
as mentioned earlier, respondents lacking the necessary experience to agree agreed
nonetheless with New Connections class-related statements at level four and five
rankings.
A positive interpretation of this unexpected finding could suggest that
parishioners are catching the vision and benefit ofNew Connections perhaps through
sermons or friends' remarks. In light ofpsychologists' insistence that thoughts often lead
to action (Henderson 1 16), I would expect a fiiture surge in the membership class if this
best-case interpretation is accurate.
A negative interpretation of this unexpected finding could suggest that the
instrument was faulty or that parishioners simply wanted to please the researching pastor.
Practical Application of Findings
Ideally this study could prove helpfiil for other churches intentionally seeking to
increase their effectiveness at assimilating newcomers. The following is a summary of
practical tips gleaned from the study.
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� Ensure that senior pastors take a personal sense of ownership in assunilation and
that they cast the vision compellingly and regularly.
� Strategize to create an assimilation game plan and the profile of a successflilly
assimilated individual.
� Work to see that the assimilation priority is carried forth through lay leaders.
� Utilize women in the leadership process, especially in churches comprised of
small groups.
� Ensure the creation ofmale intensive opportunities for serving and connecting.
� Prioritize friendship evangelism�^where friends are taught to bring friends and
relatives to Christ through the local church, using existing fiiendship and family
connections.
� Do not shy away from asking newcomers for high levels of commitment and
financial generosity.
� Make membership meaningfiil by use of a membership class, meaningfiil
initiation rituals, and an annual renewal process. Encourage newcomers to go through the
class.
� Work to see that newcomers are personally identifying with the church's mission
statement.
� Equip individuals to serve others in ministry according to their giftedness.
� Move people into small groups.
� Lift high the value ofdiscipleship development so that newcomers may grow
more mature in their faith.
� Utilize every possible need-meeting opportunity to bring newcomers back week
after week and month after month.
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� Track people's discipleship progress and worship attendance constantly.
� Create safety net systems to catch people falling through the cracks.
Limitations of the Study
This study was conducted in one local church on the northwest side of
Houston, Texas. Findings could be different in other churches and in other parts of the
city or country.
The study was also conducted in a young church, just twenty-seven months old on
the day respondents filled out questionnaires. Churches five, ten, and more years old
might likely discover different results.
The study was a one day snapshot study. The study is unable to measure how
Faithbridgers would have responded were the questionnaire to have been administered
prior to 3 December 2000 or, perhaps more importantly, after. Six months after this
questionnaire was administered, a prayer-bathed, momentum-generating stewardship
campaign culminated at a glorious, victorious celebration when Faithbridgers raised
commitments totaling an all-time high ofnearly $2.7 million to purchase seventy-three
acres of land. This level of financial generosity would nearly certainly have raised overall
giving-related mean scores to even higher levels of identification with Faithbridge.
At times I wished that the instrument, while effective, contained items aimed
more at individuals' sentiments regarding certain items. For example, while many people
identified highly with the statement regarding the Faithbridge annual membership
renewal process, I would have also liked to measure subjects' sentiments or feelings
about this armual renewal process by utilizing qualifiable open ended questions.
Finally, the study is limited in that it fails to measure the responses of any no
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longer attending Faithbridge. Thus all respondents were presumably predisposed
favorably towards Faithbridge by sheer virtue of the fact that they still attended
Faithbridge when participating in this study. The study fails to measure how many of
those 345 respondents are still attending Faithbridge today.
Further Studies
A longitudinal study conducted on the same congregation for perhaps five or even
ten years might be worthwhile. Obviously the most likely researcher to engage in such a
lengthy study is me. Staff and leaders are discussing the potential value of such an on
going study, and initial steps are already being taken in this direction.
Another interesting studywouldmirror this one in any other church with one
significant modification: questionnaire items would be designed to better measure
subjects' sentiments about the items to which they were responding.
Concluding Thoughts
Years ago I was introduced to the "S-C-S" pattern of learning. "Simple-complex-
simple." Things in life often seem simple at first. Christianity is simple at first: "Jesus
died for me because He loves me." Relationships are simple at first: "Let's have lunch or
go to a game." The concept ofwriting a dissertation is simple at first: "Just five chapters,
and you're done!"
Then things get complex. The differences between Calvinism and Wesleyan-
Arminianism make what was originally a simple faith more complex. The induction into
married life makes relating complex like never before. Dissertation research, field-
testing, statistics, and fatigue make what once sounded rather simple much more
complex.
For those who push through the complexities, things again become simple. Saving
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faith, whether a Calvinist or a Wesleyan-Arminian, becomes again just simple, wonderful
saving faith. Marriage becomes the most glorious, meaningful relationship ever. The
dissertation experience feels simple again, after the five chapters are written.
However, this second "simple" is never the same as the first "simple," for the
second "s" is a tried, tested, confident, wiser, and yet humbler "s," for it has passed
through the "c."
In many ways as I read over this study on assimilation I say to myself, "I probably
knew much of this before I ever began the study." Assimilation isn't rocket science, but
deep down I can sense that the "simple" I feel today is a much richer "simple" than the
"simple" with which I might have discussed assimilation four years ago. This is due
entirely to the "c's" through which I passed along the way. For that process, I feel
gratefiil and enriched.
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APPENDIX A
COVER LETTER
December 2, 2000
Dear Faithbridger or Friend ofFaithbridge,
As you may have heard me mention, I have been working on my Doctoral dissertation at
Asbury Theological Seminary. The first three chapters of the dissertation have been
completed and approved by my faculty committee. But now I need to collect real, live
data from the congregation called Faithbridge. I need your help!
Here is how you can help:
1. Complete the enclosed questionnaire. It will take no more than 15 minutes
to complete the 42 questions.
2. Be entirely honest in your responses.
3. Place your completed questionnaire in any of the four boxes located at each
exit and marked: "Questionnaires." (Help yourself to apack ofgum on
your way out as a "thankyou"forparticipating.')
I can assure you that:
1 . Your anonymitywill not be violated.
2. Your responses will be taken seriously and included in the statistical results
of this study.
3. I will be very gratefiil for your help.
Thanks for your participation in this congregational study.
Your Pastor,
Ken Werlein
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APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE
Part A
1. Gender: ( ) Male; ( ) Female
2. Your Age: ( ) 18-29; ( ) 30-39; ( ) 40-49; ( ) 50-59; ( ) 60+
3. Marital status: ( ) Single; ( ) Married; ( ) Divorced; ( ) Widowed
4. Do you have children? ( ) No; ( ) Yes�still at home; ( ) Yes�no longer
at home.
5. Who told you about Faithbridge initially?
) my children
) mailer brochure
) yellow pages add
) fiiend
) relative
) other:
6. Number ofmonths you have been attending Faithbridge:
( ) 0-6 months; ( ) 7-12 months; ( ) 13-18 months; ( ) 19+ months
7. Average number of Sundays per month you attend Faithbridge:
( )1
( )2
( )3
( )4
8. Have you completed New Connections and signed the membership covenant?
( )Yes; ( )No
9. Are you involved in a Faithbridge small group? If so, which type(s)?
Love (e.g., "Winning Battles): ( ) Yes ( )No
Grow (e.g., "Abundant Life," "Sah & Pepper," etc.): ( ) Yes ( )No
Reach (e.g., "Alpha"): ( ) Yes ( ) No
Serve (e.g., "Usher," "Ark," "Prayer," etc.): ( ) Yes ( ) No
Other: ( ) Yes: _____
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PARTB
Please circle the number that most nearly corresponds to your perception of your
relationship to Jesus Christ and Faithbridge.
strongly Moderately Neither Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree
Disagree
10. I have personally trusted in Jesus Christ
as Savior and Lord ofmy life.
11. I have personally identified with the mission
ofFaithbridge "to make more and stronger
disciples of Jesus Christ."
12. I am using my spiritual gifts and abilities to
serve others at Faithbridge.
13. I am sharingmy financial resources
regularly at Faithbridge.
14. I am sharingmy financial resources
generously at Faithbridge.
15. 1 tend to speak ofFaithbridge as "my"
church, using words like "us, we, ours."
16. 1 am inclined to invite people to visit
Faithbridge.
17. 1 am involved in a Faithbridge small group.
18. I am developing and process discipleship skills,
and building friendships, all inmy small group.
2
2
4
4
5
5
PARTC
Please circle the number that most nearly corresponds to your perception ofFaithbridge.
Circle nothing where you feel that you have no knowledge or experience to draw upon.
strongly Moderately Neither Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree
Disagree
19. I believe many people come to Faithbridge 1 2 3 4 5
because of an invitation of a fiiend or relative.
20. I believe Faithbridge meets the personal 1
needs ofnewcomers in effective ways.
21. Faithbridge encourages newcomers 1
to grow more mature in their faith.
22. Estabhshed Faithbridgers tend to 1
personally help their newly converted friends
move fiirther into the faith and Faithbridge.
23. Faithbridge regularly offers new small groups 1
in which newcomers can connect with other
newcomers.
24. Faithbridge invites newcomers to 1
join small groups prior to joining the church.
25. Faithbridge successfully incorporates 1
newcomers into small groups.
26. Faithbridge grow groups are characterized 1
by a sense ofwarmth, safety, and trust.
27. Faithbridge love groups are characterized 1
by a sense ofwarmth, safety, and trust.
28. Faithbridge Alpha groups are characterized 1
by a sense ofwarmth, safety, and trust.
29. Faithbridge serve groups are characterized 1
by a sense ofwarmth, safety, and trust.
30. Training tends to be "on-the-job" in most 1
serve groups.
31. I believe Faithbridge asks its members for 1
a high level of commitment.
32. I believe the New Connections class increases 1
increases the value ofmembership at Faithbridge,
33. I believe the New Connections class and ]
Supper Celebration with baptisms makes
joining Faithbridge a meaningful experience.
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strongly Moderately Neither Moderately Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Nor Agree Agree
Disagree
34. It is my understanding that all official
Faithbridge members are asked to renew
their memberships annually.
35. Faithbridge emphasizes generosity and
Biblical financial stewardship.
36. Leaders at Faithbridge are raised up
and developed from among the ranks of
the laity.
37. Women are used in leadership roles at Faithbridge.
38. The pastor ofFaithbridge prioritizes the
importance of incorporating newcomers.
39. Faithbridge has a sfrategy for assimilating
newcomers into active involvement in the church
40. Faithbridge has a clearly defined profile
of a connected, involved member.
41. Faithbridge utiUzes systems for measuring
how effectively newcomers are incorporated.
42. Faithbridge attempts to contact those who
seem to be "falling through the cracks."
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
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